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Dear Sisters, Associates, Companions and Friends of Mercy,

The theme for this issue, “Pilgrimage, Prayer and Popular Spirituality” rose spontaneously out of a discussion by the editorial board, starting with the pilgrimage theme. Perhaps this was from an instinct that Sisters of Mercy were known as “walking nuns.” They wore out their shoes on city streets and alley-ways to visit the poor in their homes. They walked out to gather and register students for newly-established schools, out to teach in ramshackle structures until bigger and more suitable buildings could be finished. They walked out to visit prisons, acting as the bridge between the incarcerated and their families. They walked out to nurse the sick in their homes, in make-shift city clinics, on battlefields, and in hospitals during all the phases of their development, from single floors into modern multi-building healthcare facilities.

Several contributors initiate readers into the pilgrimage theme. Sister Sharon Kerrigan, in “Pilgrimages to Sacred Places” gives an accessible, general overview of what pilgrimage means cross-culturally, from ancient times to the present. She describes her own participation in her parish pilgrimage to Rome for the Jubilee Year of Mercy in 2016.

Sister Julia Upton in “The Ways of the Pilgrim,” also treats the experience of pilgrimage historically. She includes examples of Chaucer, Abraham, and Jewish festivals to Jerusalem. Two of her students speak eloquently about their own pilgrimages, one to Hiroshima, the other the Islamic Hajj, as breakthrough “kairos” moments.

These two overviews are complemented and continued by Sister Marilyn King’s “Life as a Pilgrimage,” an interview with three sisters who have actually walked the miles along the traditional route of El Camino de Santiago in Spain—Sisters Marcia Kinces, Kathy Thornton, and Helen Marie Burns. The pilgrims, in response to the interviewer’s questions, share their reflections and feelings about this arduous journey.

Sister Anna Nicholls writes “Welcome Home: Mercy International Centre, a Pilgrimage Destination.” She invites readers to Baggot Street in Ireland and describes some of the “stations” where stories about the foundress are re-told. She reports the responses of a broad array of visitors to Mercy International Centre who enter the story of Mercy’s founding days, walking in the footsteps of Catherine McAuley and her first followers.

For the “prayer” theme, we receive Sister Katherine Doyle’s “Storming Heaven: Intercessory Prayer, an Indispensable Work of Mercy.” She surveys the theological inspiration, themes and liturgical settings for intercessory prayer, and the urgency of today’s needs. One fruit of her earlier work can be seen in the Mercy Prayerbook (1998) and her contribution to the intercessory prayers for Morning and Evening Prayer.

Recently I attended the western regional meeting of the Canon Law Society of America and enjoyed dinner with Maronite Chorbishop William Leser, who served as associate and pastor throughout the Los Angeles archdiocese for many years. In 1985, he was appointed by John Paul II to serve the Maronite, largely Lebanese Catholic community. I discovered during our conversation that he had been writing, over the years, a reflection on the Our Father. It had never been published. I persuaded him to let me share “Meditation on the Lord’s Prayer” with our MAST Journal readership. The first part appears in this issue; the second in the forthcoming issue.
For “popular spirituality,” it is fortuitous to gather women’s voices responding to present events, a way of “walking” in the present moment. Sister Mary-Paula Cancienne, in “Spontaneous Mournful Rituals after School Shootings,” integrates social ethics and ritual theory. She proposes that spontaneous public response to tragedies such as school shootings should be understood as rituals. Their dynamic has the potential to renew the Church’s traditional liturgical rituals, if we would only listen and consider what the people on the streets are saying about what is meaningful to them.

Angela Rausch, a laywoman, wife and mother, had occasion in her pastoral theology graduate program at Santa Clara University in California, to be the homilist for a local Eucharist. She reacts to the demonstrations by white nationalists and counter-protesters resulting in a woman’s death at Charlottesville, Virginia, August 11-12, 2016. She reflects on the gospel of Matt. 15:21-28 about the Canaanite woman’s plea for Jesus to heal her daughter.

Several other homilies also demonstrate the power of women to interpret the scriptures as a response to public events. These homilies can be seen as expressions of “popular spirituality” --they arise as a religious response to a present moment “from the people” who are participants. Pastor Julie Webb, assistant pastor of a Lutheran Church in northern California, is a Mercy Associate. Her homily, “God Answers Hannah” is an example of preaching which offers inspiration for the community about what it means for God to answer our prayer. It’s also a caution to resist the lure of the “prosperity gospel.”

Sister Rose Weidenbenner’s Homily for the Feast of the Sacred Heart was delivered during the Institute Chapter in Buffalo on June 23, 2017. Sister Kathleen Erickson offered her Homily for the Second Sunday of Easter to participants at the West-Midwest Assembly participants in Chicago in April, 2018. Sister Mary Ruth Broz, during the same Assembly, spoke of getting your second wind at the Mass of the Holy Spirit, a fitting image for finding the grace to be re-energized after non-stop days and task-thick seasons.

Yours,

Eloise Rosenblatt

Eloise Rosenblatt, R.S.M.
Editor, The MAST Journal
Our society is racist, violent and busy. As life’s pace quickens, we desire something deeper, transformative and reflective. Thus, people throughout history have engaged in sacred journeys to renew themselves.

From the Greeks to Christians today, people of all religious traditions have made pilgrimages to sacred places. I will explore this phenomenon as it is reflected in a few ancient traditions as well as my own pilgrimage to Rome during the Jubilee Year of Mercy (2016).

Ancient Religious Pilgrimages

The Hindus, Pre-Columbian People and Jews all traveled to sacred sites. From all over the world, Hindus journeyed to India to bathe in the spot where the Ganges River (goddess of life) and the Yamuna River (god of death) are joined by the Saraswati River (god of enlightenment). The Hindus believe bathing in this spot will illuminate them.

Like the Hindus, the pre-Columbian people of Peru traveled to a sacred region. Each year after the harvest, thousands of people went to the slopes of Mount Ausangate for a three-day celebration. Here they honored the fertility mountain gods and the site where a young boy claimed Jesus appeared to him. The pre-Columbian civilization had been introduced to Christianity, but maintained their ancient traditions as well.

On the second day of the celebration, some of the pilgrims climbed higher up the mountain to honor the mountain gods and to secure ice from the glaciers. They brought back enough blocks of ice for the entire community. Together, the congregation celebrated mass in the chapel built on the site where the child once saw Jesus. After Mass, the people returned home with their ice to water the fields before planting another crop. These pilgrims integrated their ancestral belief with their adopted Christian religion.

The Israelites, like the Peruvians, made annual pilgrimages. According to the Jewish law, all male Jews were required to visit the Temple three times a year (Ex. 23:17). They made their pilgrimages to Jerusalem for the festivals of the Passover, Shavuot and Sukkot. The temple was destroyed, but Jews continue to visit the Temple of the Mount because of its religious significance. It is thought by some Jews to be the site of the first Temple.

The Israelites, Peruvians and Hindus all engaged in sacred pilgrimages to re-connect with a deity. Similarly, Pope Francis announced a Jubilee Year of Mercy to encourage Christians to be more open to the Spirit of Vatican II.

Jubilee celebrations are also part of the Christian tradition. The Church usually designates a Jubilee Year every 25 years. Despite this tradition, Pope Francis proclaimed a Jubilee Year in 2015. This Jubilee Year was considered an extraordinary one because it was several years short of the normal 25 years between celebrations.

A Jubilee Year was a time of joy, remission of debts and universal pardon.

A Contemporary Pilgrimage

The tradition of a Jubilee Year has biblical roots. The Israelites believed a Jubilee Year should be celebrated every 50 years (Lev. 25:10). A Jubilee Year was a time of joy, remission of debts and universal pardon. Therefore, prisoners were freed, debts forgiven, and the mercy of God manifested by the way people treated each other. (Lev. 25).

Jubilee celebrations are also part of the Christian tradition. The Church usually designates a Jubilee Year every 25 years. Despite this tradition, Pope Francis proclaimed a Jubilee Year in 2015. This Jubilee Year was considered an extraordinary one because it was several years short of the normal 25 years between celebrations.

A Jubilee Year of Mercy

On April 11, 2015, Pope Francis formally announced a Jubilee Year of Mercy by way of an apostolic letter. In Misericordiae Vultus, Francis says the world needs to experience God’s love and
merciful. He reminds us that God sent his Son to reveal that love and mercy.\textsuperscript{7} Jesus, therefore, is the Face of the Father and his words and actions reflect God’s mercy (Jn. 8:4-12; Lk 17:12-19; Mk. 10:46-52).

As followers of Jesus, we are called to be a living sign of God’s love in the world. At the same time, the role of the Church is to be a source of spiritual renewal for all.\textsuperscript{8} A Jubilee Year provides us with an opportunity to experience God’s love and mercy anew.

The Year of Mercy began with the opening of the door of St. Peter’s Basilica on December 8, 2015 and concluded with its closing on November 20, 2016. Pope Francis encouraged Christians to make a pilgrimage to Rome and walk through the door of St. Peter’s as a sign of their openness to God’s love and mercy.\textsuperscript{9}

For those who accepted Francis’ invitation—prayed for his intentions and received the sacraments of Reconciliation and Eucharist— a plenary indulgence would be granted. Pope Francis especially urged parishioners throughout the world to participate in a pilgrimage during the year. These pilgrimages could be made at designated local churches and/or St. Peter’s in Rome.\textsuperscript{10} The parishioners of Saint Elizabeth Seton chose the latter.

**Parishioners of Saint Elizabeth Seton’s Pilgrimage**

In the summer of 2016, the pilgrims of Saint Elizabeth Seton set out for Rome. I was invited to join them. We toured Florence, Siena, Assisi and Rome. On June 14, we joined thousands of other pilgrims to walk through St. Peter’s Square and the door of the Basilica.

Each parish was assigned a cross-bearer who led the group to St. Peter’s. As each parish group moved toward the Basilica, we all could hear singing and praying in various languages. As each parish group approached the door, a moment of silence was observed out of respect for each person’s openness to the spirit.

After all of Saint Elizabeth Seton’s parishioners passed through the door, we walked as a community to a crypt beneath St. Peter’s to celebrate Mass. The prayers we said together, especially the penitential rite, took on a new meaning for me that day because as I walked through the door, I publicly asked for God’s mercy and renewed my commitment to embrace the spiritual and corporal works of mercy. A similar inspiration may have been behind Pope Francis’ announcement of the Jubilee Year of Mercy.\textsuperscript{11}

Pope Francis sees our world moving toward destruction, much like the community addressed by the prophet Hosea (Hosea 11: 1-10).\textsuperscript{12} Therefore, Francis invites each of us to resist corruption in the world, to acknowledge the people on the fringes of society and to be a voice of God’s mercy to others.\textsuperscript{13} He believes these actions will promote peace in the world. The parishioners of Saint Elizabeth Seton have taken the first step in meeting Pope Francis’ expectation.

**Summary and Conclusion**

All religious traditions seek a unity with transcendent holiness. The ancient Hindus, Peruvians, Israelites and contemporary Christians visit sacred places to reconnect with the divine. Pope Francis initiated the Jubilee Year of Mercy to bring forth the richness of Jesus’ mission echoed in the words of the prophet Isaiah (Is. 61:1-2).\textsuperscript{14}

Like Jesus, Francis says Christians should convey a word or gesture of consolation to the poor, proclaim liberty to those bound by new forms of slavery, and restore sight to those who are blinded by being caught up in themselves.\textsuperscript{15} Pope Francis hopes the pilgrimages might animate each person to bring God’s mercy to a troubled world. He envisions a
future world where love and mercy prevail. I want to promote this vision of Francis and pray that it becomes a reality. My pilgrimage to Rome gave me a way to endorse and spread that vision. ◆
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way, we have come to know as the Jesus prayer—"Jesus mercy!" or more formally, "Lord, Jesus Christ, have mercy on me, a sinner."

In this essay we will look at a few WAYS of the pilgrim—contemporary pilgrims such as you and me, for example. There is nothing outmoded about pilgrimages. Rather a pilgrimage is a timeless model of respectful and reverent journeying—to places far or places near; in the company of others as we see with Chaucer’s pilgrims to Canterbury, or alone as our Russian mendicant friend. Within two weeks of St. Thomas Becket’s martyrdom in 1170 at the high altar of his Canterbury Cathedral, pilgrims began flocking there and continue to visit almost a millennium later.2

**Pilgrimages, Actual and Virtual**

We have been blessed to have a remarkable account of a Holy Land pilgrimage at Easter time in the late 4th century left to us by a woman named Egeria.3 Her exquisitely detailed account of all the religious services that took place in Jerusalem holds a unique place in liturgical history. Some say that she wrote this account for her friends; others, for her spiritual director. Regardless, it remains an invaluable legacy of how Christians lived and worshiped together in that era.

The labyrinth at Chartres, perhaps the most famous labyrinth in the world, is thought to have been constructed in response to the loss of Jerusalem to Moslem forces in 1187. “By presenting the faithful with a richly meaningful image of the city of Jerusalem … it invited its audiences to perform an imagined pilgrimage to this sacred center.”4

The Franciscans recognized that not everyone was able to make a pilgrimage to the Holy Land and walk the Via Dolorosa. Although the Franciscans have been present in the Holy Land since 1217, they were officially given custody of the Holy Land in 1342 with the Bulls Gratias agimus and Nuper carissimae.5 In 1686 Pope Innocent XI gave the Franciscans permission to put pictures of what we now call the “Stations of the Cross” in their churches. Franciscans who prayed the stations, as if on an actual pilgrimage to the Holy Land, were granted the same indulgences. Pope Benedict XIII extended that to all the faithful in 1726. Five years later, Pope Clement XII permitted stations to be set up in all churches and fixed the number at 14. In the last 50 years or so a 15th station has been added emphasizing the Resurrection. Although I do not know if indulgences have been extended, it is now possible to make a virtual pilgrimage on the Internet at http://seetheholyland.net.

**Pilgrimages Today**

“Pilgrimage means following in the footsteps of somebody or something we honor to pay homage. It revitalizes our lives and reinvigorates our souls,” as Phil Cousineau has put it in his book _The Art of Pilgrimage: The Seeker’s Guide to Making Travel Sacred._6 What marks the difference between a tourist and a pilgrim is intentionality—a longing to break away from the ordinary and to go deeper. Sometimes it even catches us by surprise as one of my students discovered this semester.

During our theology course, Spirituality of the Educator, two of the students had the good fortune to go on pilgrimage—one intentional, the other not. We had spent a good bit of time during the semester talking about the impact technology has had on our lives as we dart from one thing to the next, somehow convinced that multi-tasking is possible. Students shared how difficult it is for them to detach from it all and enter the NOW. Anisa Afiz was surprised to experience that detachment first hand. She wrote:

About a week ago, I travelled to Hiroshima and visited the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park. Growing up, I learned about World War II and the atomic bomb dropping on Hiroshima a number of times over the course of multiple grade levels. I know all of the dates, the background information, and the events leading up to the morally horrible atrocity. I understood all of the information involved, but none of it really sunk in for me until I was standing in front of the A-Bomb Dome, the Children’s Peace Monument, the Peace Flame, Memorial Cenotaph, and all of the other monuments,
I also felt the perseverance of human beings and their capacity to heal as I thought of the rebuilding of the city.

Farhana Bhuiyan’s pilgrimage, by contrast, was planned—long planned as she described it:

One of the most life changing experiences of my life took place between March 17th-March 26th. My family and I took part in Umrah, a simpler but equally rewarding version of the mandatory pilgrimage all Muslims strive to perform, which is Hajj. Although my family could not afford Hajj, Umrah gave me a glimpse into what true spirituality feels like.

Simply put, this experience is as close to transcendence as one can be. The smell of the air—distinct, fresh, a natural perfume that enveloped me every time I set foot into the holy place. The sound of birds chirping during the prayer before dawn. Circling the Kaaba seven times and managing not to drop a sweat. Walking back and forth between the mountains of Safa and Marwa, reliving the urgency that Hajar experienced to find water for her thirsty child until Allah (God) sent forth a spring of water, a miracle.

Moving in unison with thousands, and thousands of other Muslims, faces from all over the world—every color, every background. We were one.

My spirit was soaring. The closer I am to God, the more love I feel. The more love I feel, the more I have to give.

Both Anisa Afiz and Farhana Bhuiyan, I believe, recount experiences of entering the kairos—that time within time or beyond time where the chronos (or clock-time) falls away and we enter into the timelessness of the eternal NOW. One cannot plan these experiences or program them. They are blessed gifts that can find us when we are ready and available.

I had a similar experience last year during my first pilgrimage to the Holy Land. I went without expectations and was completely overwhelmed when I seemed to enter the kairos on the Sea of Galilee. Like Farhana I felt my spirit soaring, and like Anisah I am still trying to process it all but know I have been re-shaped and re-calibrated by the experience that has not left me a year later. Surely there are as many ways as there are pilgrims, but they all lead to the same place—the sacred center at the heart of the world. ♦

Endnotes
3 Some sources also refer to her a Etheria or Aetheria.
6 Cousineau, op cit.
In April of 2015 Pope Francis issued a Bull of Indiction (\textit{Misericordia Vultus}) inaugurating the Extraordinary Jubilee of Mercy to be celebrated during the Holy Year of Mercy. In this document he promoted the practice of pilgrimage as a special way to enter into the spirit of the Holy Year. He wrote that as the Holy Year of Mercy calls us to be instruments of God’s mercy, the engagement in pilgrimage offers a way of dedication and sacrifice, leading to conversion. While walking the way we can “find the strength to embrace God’s mercy and dedicate ourselves to being merciful with others as the Father has been with us.” (§14)

The pilgrimage has held a place in Christian spiritual practice for centuries, at least 1,200 years. Various reasons for making a pilgrimage arose over the years, e.g., desire for healing, doing penance, expression of faith, and more recently--protest.

One of the most noted pilgrimage routes of today is “The Way of St. James”—\textit{El Camino de Santiago}. Legend has it that the remains of St. James, the brother of St. John, had been carried to northern Spain where he was buried. In 814 A.D. this tomb was discovered and from that time pilgrims came from all around to honor his remains. There are many routes that crisscross Eastern and Western Europe leading to Santiago, but the principal one stretches 500 miles, starting on the French side of the Pyrenees, extending into Spain, where the remains of the Apostle St. James the Greater are revered in the Cathedral of Santiago.

The numbers of pilgrims rose and fell over the centuries, but in the latter part of the 20th century the numbers of pilgrims dramatically increased when the route was declared the first European Cultural Route. In 2017 there were over 300,000 pilgrims walking the \textit{Camino}. Modern day Pilgrims take over 30 days to complete this \textit{Camino}, but the medieval Pilgrim, who started from the doorstep of his/her home might take a year to complete the journey.

In recent years several of our own Sisters of Mercy have chosen to engage in this ancient spiritual practice. What follows are reflections on questions posed to three of these Mercies who have recently walked the \textit{Camino}: Helen Marie Burns in 2014, Marcia Kinces in 2004, 2013, and 2017, and Kathy Thornton in 2013. (Hereafter cited as HMB, MK, and KT)

\textbf{Why did you choose to make the pilgrimage?}

\textbf{HMB:} I am a lover of literature and, since my Canterbury Tales days, have been intrigued by the concept of pilgrimage. My interest was further energized in my years of leadership as I heard from our Sisters in Argentina of the pilgrimages to Our Lady of Lujan cathedral. These were an opportunity for persons to quietly protest the military regime while expressing devotion to the patroness of Argentina. I even had an opportunity to join the throngs of young pilgrims on one unforgettable October weekend in Argentina. Given this thread of interest, I was inclined to answer quickly and affirmatively when a friend asked in the summer of 2013, “Would you ever think of walking the \textit{El Camino} in Spain?”

\textbf{MK:} The seed of this call took root in me during my first trip to Europe in 1985. While in France, I spent an overnight in two towns that were on the \textit{Camino}! I had never heard about this Pilgrimage and was fascinated with this aspect of
medieval spirituality. I was invited twenty-three times by the Knights of Malta to accompany their annual May Pilgrimage and their summer youth groups to Lourdes in France as part of their medical team. This exposed me to men and women who had knowledge of this Camino and who had actually walked portions of it. With these experiences, the “call” deepened, but I was not free to stay away from home or ministry for an extended time period.

In 2004, a year after my mother died, I felt I could no longer put off making this Pilgrimage. I arranged to do it in conjunction with the Malta Lourdes Pilgrimage. When a friend from my parish, Rose Flahaven (who had been on one of the Malta Pilgrimages with her daughter) heard of my planned Camino adventure, she decided to join me. I felt blessed to have been able to make this dream come true and never thought I’d repeat the experience. I believed it was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

Then I was invited by Sister Kathy Thornton, R.S.M. to join her in 2013 on her Camino. She was beginning a Sabbatical year when her time in community leadership ended and the Camino was calling her. Being a nurse and a Camino veteran helped. Thus, Camino #2 happened. Then four years later I felt a strong desire to return again to the Camino while I was physically able (I turned 76 while on this Camino). It was a “call,” or perhaps an addiction? So, Camino #3 was born, and in 2017 I completed my third Camino, this time alone, taking a little over seven weeks to walk it in its entirety.

KT: As a potential pilgrim companion to Marcia, I was encouraged to identify my personal and religious reasons for going on pilgrimage. I came up with three reasons:

1. To immerse myself in the Suscipe of Catherine McAuley.
2. To take time for a “sorbet”—to cleanse my pallet for the next entree of my life. What is in store for me next?
3. To enjoy every step of the way. Some people think this will be the hardest to do! I was sure my enthusiasm will carry me along the way.

What preparations did you have to make?

HMB: Well, as noted by Thoreau, “The [person] who goes alone can start today; but [one] who travels with another must wait till that other is ready.” Both my friend and I had to work diligently to free time on our calendars according to the following criteria: 1) months for which the weather in Spain was more likely to be hospitable to hikers; 2) a block of days that would allow time for a short version of the El Camino and a brief tour of Madrid and environs; 3) a schedule that would happen sooner rather than later as I, for one, was nearing my seventy-fifth year; 4) we also wished to allow time to budget the venture in the normal budget processes of the congregation and to seek consultation from those who had made this pilgrimage ahead of us.

Within a few months we had determined the outline of our adventure. We would join an established tour group—“206 Tours”—on October 2014. The walk itself would start in Sarria, Spain and conclude in Santiago de Compostela, seven days later. We would walk an average of 10 – 11 miles each day in order to cover the 65 miles necessary to receive our Compostela, a document given to pilgrims that certifies the completion of their pilgrimage. Since we were participants of a tour group, lodging and meals were arranged for us. In addition, we had a participant chaplain who
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What were the challenges you met and how did you deal with them?

HMB: Other than the challenge of steep inclines, rough river-bed trails, pouring rain, and weary bodies, ours was an uneventful pilgrimage. The first full day of our walk was probably the most difficult, as the skies opened up in a downpour that was heavy, constant, and occasionally wind-driven. We were soaked from head to toe, even with adequate rain gear. The dry river-bed in which we were walking soon became a small torrent, which challenged our balance and slowed our steps. As we attempted rather unsuccessfully to dry our clothing that evening, one of us commented: “And we are paying good money for this opportunity?!” The good news, however, was this proved to be the last day of rain of any kind.

Blisters and muscle strain are frequent challenges. We experienced both, but only minimally as we had received good advice regarding footwear and pacing ourselves on the journey. My companion and I were the oldest in our pilgrim grouping, but luckily managed to pace our walking so that we stayed in the middle of the pack. We were never the first to arrive at our next destination, but also, never the last!

MK: So, what is this powerful call that has urged me to walk three Caminos? Many Pilgrims I met along the way have walked many more; some even try to do it annually. I am not an athletic person and I did very little training for this marathon walk. The Camino is the most strenuous activity I have ever done. I sustained injuries on my first two Caminos that caused me great pain in walking, lasting weeks after I returned home. Why do it again? I cannot answer that question because I do not know the answer. I only know that deep within me was a “call” to do it.

KT: While on one of my training walks, I asked myself how will I remember all the people for whom I have promised to pray while I’m on the pilgrimage? A helpful answer came to me: When my back begins to ache, I will remember religious life, all the transformation that is occurring within us, the Institute, the WMW Community, the Sisters, Associates, Mercy Volunteer Corps, the staff, Companions as we move together making God’s mercy evident in our world. When my legs and feet begin to ache, I will remember family and friends who have walked with me throughout my life—there
When my arms and hands begin to ache, I will remember all those suffering in our wounded world—and the ministry we all do to embrace those next to us and those far away with the compassion of God.

Actually, as I was on that walk all those aches appeared so at least I got the reminders.

**What was an unexpected gift from the experience?**

**HMB:** I was continually surprised and moved by the number and the variety of the pilgrims in terms of age, background, ethnicity, financial means, and spirituality. Our group alone represented a microcosm of the United States reality, a range of ages (40’s – 70’s), a gamut of financial means, and a spectrum of theological and religious understandings and viewpoints. One gentleman had recently recovered from a serious heart attack; another woman suffered from serious back pain. A single woman joined the pilgrimage to celebrate her fiftieth year by “doing something quite different and by myself.” Meals—morning, noon, and evening—provided ample time for story-telling and communal sharing, which happened in fluid circles of engagement. On the way itself, conversation was minimal as persons walked at their own pace and in their own space—silence was the norm—a nod or a smile often the extent of conversation. Still, I was surprised at how many persons I met along the way and I how much I knew about their place of origin, their time on the path and their commitment to the journey.

**MK:** The *Camino* helps build Community. We walk together. We share meals. We sing and pray with each other even if our beliefs are different. What a wonderful opportunity to talk and share with people from all corners of the world, even if we don’t always speak each other’s languages. We tend to each other’s blistered feet and rub each other’s aching shoulders. We share our dreams, fears and tears.

**What is a lasting memory you have from the experience?**

**HMB:** I was delighted to be present at a liturgy which included a blessing with the giant incense burner at the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela. Several men are required to raise and lower this burner and to propel its smoking container throughout the long nave of the church. The blessing happens on rare occasions and on very special feast days. We were told by our guide that the liturgy we would attend was not likely to qualify for incensing with the giant burner. My intuition told me differently, however, and, while I was not surprised, I was delighted to see the flurry toward the end of the morning liturgy which signified the lighting of the incense and the preparation for the grand sweep through the cathedral! Truly I understood the awe of medieval worshippers for whom such a spectacle would have been even more magnificent and wondrous.

**MK:** While walking the *Camino* I found myself connecting to Nature. Instead of being overstimulated by the sights and sounds of traffic, blaring music, cell phone alerts, hospital noises (overhead announcements, phones, pages, patient call lights and other medical equipment alarms), my spirit was softened and relaxed by bird song, crickets, cuckoo birds, rushing rivers, rain and thunder. I came into intimate contact with the earth while experiencing weather in all its forms—sun, wind, rain, fog, the heat and the cold. I climbed over mountains, crossed rivers, walked through forests and across flat plateaus and I was invigorated.

Exposure to nature boosts endorphins, which improves our immune system, our mood and self-
King: Life as a Pilgrimage

I’ve been a bedside nurse for 45 years, which is a ministry I love. The Camino was calling me to take time out, to slow down, to take delight in everything. It called me to this Sabbath time. It’s as simple as that! The Camino taught me to be more receptive— to give and to receive, to have patience with myself and with others, to help when help was needed, and to ask when I needed help. I realized that I must depend on myself and on the kindness of strangers. The Camino helped me know myself better and gave me a better insight into my strengths and weaknesses.

Any Other Thoughts?

HMB: People go on pilgrimage for many reasons. I would have to say mine were less dramatic than some. I was in no spiritual crisis. I had no particular estrangement from God and/or my neighbor. I felt the metaphor of journey appropriate to the transition from a more active and defined ministry identity to more fluid and open ministerial choices, but even this focus was a minor rather than major thread in my thoughts and in my prayer.

MK: I felt gratitude for being able to make this Pilgrimage and knew that few of my Blog readers would ever have this kind of an opportunity.

What effect did the experience have on your own spiritual life? on your Mercy life?

HMB: Going on pilgrimage connects you in a particular manner with persons who have journeyed that path before you and persons who currently journey the path with you. There is also a heightened awareness of one’s body and of the earth around you. I was immersed in both of those experiences day-to-day, not so much a matter of the mind as a matter of the spirit. My prayer was being, appreciating and connecting without too much thought or too many words. Since I was nearing a transition in my own life journey from full-time ministry to more flexible ministerial options, I felt the pilgrimage a metaphor of what might await me— new experiences, new companions, varied rhythms and varied activities. Those thoughts were gentle and occasional, however, as day-to-day the experience was ordinary wonder and ordinary being.

MK: For me, walking is a meditative and prayerful activity, especially in the early morning. It allows my mind to wander which helps promote a mental state conducive to innovative ideas and “aha” moments. It helps me sort out my life and set priorities. The Greek philosophers believed there is a deep intuitive connection between walking, thinking and writing. Our hearts pump faster, giving more oxygen to the brain, helping clarify thought.

One day after I spent a little time in the Chapel of San Marcos I set off down the hill toward Santiago. During this time, it dawned on me why I was making this pilgrimage. Earlier I was unable to articulate it, I only knew that I felt called to walk the Camino again.

Estee and decreases pain, stress, anxiety and depression. I followed the path of the sun from break of dawn to its setting and was awed, taking delight in the variety and intensity of the colors and patterns visible in the skies and reflected in the lakes and rivers and dew drops.

Estee and decreases pain, stress, anxiety and depression. I followed the path of the sun from break of dawn to its setting and was awed, taking delight in the variety and intensity of the colors and patterns visible in the skies and reflected in the lakes and rivers and dew drops.

What effect did the experience have on your own spiritual life? on your Mercy life?

HMB: Going on pilgrimage connects you in a particular manner with persons who have journeyed that path before you and persons who currently journey the path with you. There is also a heightened awareness of one’s body and of the earth around you. I was immersed in both of those experiences day-to-day, not so much a matter of the mind as a matter of the spirit. My prayer was being, appreciating and connecting without too much thought or too many words. Since I was nearing a transition in my own life journey from full-time ministry to more flexible ministerial options, I felt the pilgrimage a metaphor of what might await me— new experiences, new companions, varied rhythms and varied activities. Those thoughts were gentle and occasional, however, as day-to-day the experience was ordinary wonder and ordinary being.

MK: For me, walking is a meditative and prayerful activity, especially in the early morning. It allows my mind to wander which helps promote a mental state conducive to innovative ideas and “aha” moments. It helps me sort out my life and set priorities. The Greek philosophers believed there is a deep intuitive connection between walking, thinking and writing. Our hearts pump faster, giving more oxygen to the brain, helping clarify thought.

One day after I was about five minutes on the path outside of the town Villadangos, I saw a cross with no corpus on it. It reminded me of our Mercy cross that is also without a corpus. It reminded me that we are to put ourselves there on the cross for the benefit of others.

Then another day in Leon I had this overwhelming experience of saying within, as if out loud, I LOVE MY LIFE! It was exhilarating. It came with a sense of contentment. I had been experiencing some anxiety, but this day I was reminded of the Suscipe— “take from my heart all painful anxiety.” and then the passage from the Gospel of John 10—“I have come that you may have life to the full”—came to me as well.

Any Other Thoughts?

HMB: People go on pilgrimage for many reasons. I would have to say mine were less dramatic than some. I was in no spiritual crisis. I had no particular estrangement from God and/or my neighbor. I felt the metaphor of journey appropriate to the transition from a more active and defined ministry identity to more fluid and open ministerial choices, but even this focus was a minor rather than major thread in my thoughts and in my prayer.

MK: I felt gratitude for being able to make this Pilgrimage and knew that few of my Blog readers would ever have this kind of an opportunity. My
main discipline during my days was being faithful to this Blog. I really wanted others to understand what the Camino is all about and to experience a bit of what I was experiencing. Also, I felt that those reading this Blog would be able to keep up with my progress and not worry about me.

(On Marcia’s 2017 pilgrimage she created a Blog called “Walking the Sacred Ground” to send to her community, family, friends and coworkers so they “could keep up with me and not worry about my wellbeing.” Also, she wanted to share in the joy of her experience through photos and reflections. The entire blog can be accessed at https://files.acrobat.com/a/preview/fee50484-0c32-4bf4-ae8b-d7d983728cbf.)

I felt an immense freedom in being able to take an extended period of time away from most of my regular responsibilities and activities. It was like putting my life on “pause.” On the Camino my life became quite simple – getting up in the morning, walking 5-8 hours a day, showering and washing my clothes each afternoon, and eating and interacting with other Pilgrims. Each day is pretty much a repetition of the previous day. This is an opportunity to live simply and experience how joy filled a life simply lived can actually be.

**KT:** We are given life to the full. How can we create conditions for all of us to have fullness of life here and now? Jesus models for us compassionate care for one another. Perhaps therein lies the answer to that perennial question.

### Concluding Remarks

Referring once more to (*Misericordia Vultus*) Pope Francis notes that because to be a human being is to be on the way to a desired destination. “[T]he human being is a viator, a pilgrim travelling along the road. Thus, “…everyone, each according to his or her ability, will have to make a pilgrimage.” (par. 14) Life itself is a pilgrimage.
In 1994, the house established by Catherine, having undergone a major re-vamping and modernization, opened as Mercy International Centre, a heritage centre that would be a place of pilgrimage for members of the Mercy family from around the world. Over the years the number of pilgrims visiting the centre has continued to grow. It is particularly pleasing to note that in 2017, there were approximately 8,500 visitors to the centre—a number that continues to increase.

Who Comes to Baggot Street?
The pilgrim groups are varied. Some come for short tours of the House; others participate in programmes that may stretch over any number of days from three to thirty. Young people engage in the annual Young Mercy Leaders pilgrimage, or come as members of school groups to experience the story of Catherine and Mercy. Local schools often seek to use the beautiful chapel at the Centre for sacramental preparation and celebration. The Sunday Eucharist serves a weekly congregation. Special Mercy feast days are joyful opportunities for Mercy family and friends to gather. Community groups, such as St. Vincent de Paul Society, are accommodated for meetings, and those who ask for Bed and Breakfast hospitality also have the opportunity to benefit from the rich heritage of the Centre. Many people experience their pilgrimage or visit as a “coming home.” This seems true whether they be Sisters of Mercy, people connected to Mercy Sisters as friends or relatives, or people who worked in Mercy organizations or volunteered in various Mercy institutions. There are those who attended Mercy schools, were themselves parents of children attending Mercy schools. Some were just interested in the house as they had walked past it many times. All are greeted with a heartfelt “welcome home”—words that remind them that Mercy International Centre is a home for all in our Mercyworld.

Pilgrimage Preparation
When participants begin a programme, they are reminded that pilgrimage is a journey undertaken in the light of a story. Paul Elie expands the phrase in his book, The Life You Save May Be Your Own and explains what a pilgrimage is about:

A pilgrimage is a journey undertaken in the light of a story. A great event has happened; the pilgrim hears the reports and goes in search of the evidence, aspiring to be an eyewitness. The pilgrim seeks not only to confirm the experience of others first-hand but to be changed by the experience.

Pilgrims often make the journey in company, but each must be changed individually; they must see for themselves, each with his or her own eyes. And as they return to ordinary life the pilgrims must tell others what they saw, recasting the story in their own terms.

In our case, the story is the story of Mercy. Our visitors have often heard the story already, and they come wanting to expand their understanding of the story. They come wanting to meet Catherine by walking the same floorboards she did, by praying in the Chapel she prayed in, listening, as Catherine did, for the ways that God calls them to respond with mercy in their own lives. However, some of them are being introduced to Mercy for the first time. When people join a pilgrimage, there are many points of
entry, and a whole range of opportunities to be enriched and inspired, both for those who are familiar with the story or new to it.

This reflection will first explore some stories that we share with pilgrims who visit the House of Mercy. Then I want to identify the importance of having a place to visit on pilgrimage. Last, I will examine the ways that pilgrims tell the story once they return home.

Preventing for the Journey and Arrival

The time of preparation for a journey to the House of Mercy is exciting, particularly for pilgrims who have wanted to visit Baggot Street for many years. Some ask if there is reading material they should review before their arrival! Appreciating that there is often much preparation necessary, we recommend that since they will be away from home or work for a length of time, they do homework after the pilgrimage, not before!

The moment of arrival at the House of Mercy, that Catherine herself had built in realization of her dream, is often a peak moment. The first glimpse of the statue and of the red door is a moment of great joy for many pilgrims. One pilgrim describes this feeling in her evaluation saying:

It was incredible to visit the House of Mercy. Standing in front of that red door that I have seen in pictures or online was very moving. Being able to physically touch such a bright symbol of Mercy was akin to completing a journey to something that you have seen for a long time from a far distance.

Another recalls:

When I arrived outside Baggot Street I put my hand into Catherine’s hand and cried my heart out, they were tears of joy that it was finally here!

For many pilgrims, the tangibility of touching the door or sitting in the room where Catherine died, or visiting her grave makes the story of Mercy more real. I have met pilgrims who have chosen to find a night’s accommodation nearby so that when they arrive at the House for the first time, they are not straight off a plane and feeling jet-lagged. They want to savor the first moment more intensely.

Thin Places

The ancient spirituality of Catherine’s birthplace includes an understanding of “thin places.” A thin place, in metaphorical terms, is a place where it is believed that the door that separates this world and the next is ajar. Sometimes this gets described as the place where the veil that separates the two worlds is thinner. In such places, there is a surreal ability to feel in contact with those who have walked before us and to know that we stand on holy ground.

Mercy International Centre is one such place, where pilgrims can feel connected in a particular way to those who have walked before them as well as being connected to the Divine. Participants are reminded that we, the staff of the Centre, cannot “conjure up” a thin space experience for them, but that we hope they will experience one, even if for a fleeting moment. The staff delight in hearing the stories that pilgrims later share with them about some of the special moments that openness to such experiences occasioned. Such moments can often include simple but sublime experiences-- walking down the granite stairs on which Catherine walked. Some feel connected to her as they stand on the original floorboards in her room. Some feel inspired as they pray in the place where she was laid to rest “in the ground like the poor.”

Storytelling

Because of the diversity of pilgrims that come to Mercy International Centre, the staff also have a repertoire of stories to share with them. These give wonderful insights into aspects of Catherine’s life. Such stories capture significant influences on
Catherine’s journey of discovering God’s will for her. One such story links a visit she made to a millinery shop before her first meeting with Rev. Daniel Murray, who later became one of the most influential people in her work of Mercy and in the founding of the Sisters of Mercy. This story is often told today to pilgrims as they explore Catherine’s Dublin – a tour of sites associated with Catherine and her family. At the Abbey Street stop, near the site of the millinery shop, the following account given by Mary Sullivan is shared:

One day she [Catherine] alleged some excuse for going into Dublin alone; she went to a Milliner’s shop, and having purchased some trifling articles of dress, desired the servants to wait with the carriage until she should return. It was not far from the Roman Catholic Church, then in Liffey Street, and almost breathless with haste, and trembling from the excitement of her feelings, she applied at the residence of the clergymen and inquired whether any of them were at home. The answer was in the affirmative and she was introduced to the presence of Revd. Dr. [Daniel] Murray, then a curate attached to that parish, and afterwards Archbishop of Dublin.  

This story resonates with what Paul Elie indicated when he states “we want to be eyewitnesses to the story.” In this case, Catherine felt the desire to learn more about her faith, to be an eyewitness to Christ, so she chose to make a journey of a few short careful steps. This action eventually led her down a path that resulted in her total commitment to follow the path of mercy for time and eternity. This commitment to faith is also recognized in the Chapel at Mercy International - to build a chapel of such size, as a laywoman not intending to found a convent, can be seen as a sign of the importance of her faith.

With all pilgrims, it is how the story changes an individual that makes it significant. The story quoted above is used to invite pilgrims that are teachers to reflect on the ways that they form young people in their schools in preparation for the reception of the Sacraments, or to draw the attention of pilgrims to the ways that Catherine had her struggles in faith. It is in such reflections that pilgrims find moments of resonance with their own lives. A follow-up invitation offered for reflection is to call to mind similar transformative faith moments when the pilgrim has made a physical or symbolic journey that took them on another path.

The other dimension in this story is the meeting with Daniel Murray who is remembered as having been a supporter of Catherine and the work of the House. Pilgrims are invited to call to awareness the people they meet along the way, the chance encounters that lead to new relationships and opportunities. For the pilgrims gathered to hear the story, in the location where it occurred, the experience becomes even more meaningful than if they merely read the story themselves in a neutral setting. As one pilgrim wrote, “It is a very moving moment when you realize ‘she stood right here’.”

The pilgrim passing through Abbey Street can also visit the site of the school and shop in Abbey Street to connect with the place where Catherine taught and worked with young women in need and gave them an opportunity to earn some money by selling their hand-work. This gives pilgrims an opportunity to reflect on the ways they have empowered young people and others in their sphere of influence. We visit Coolock House, the home in which Catherine shared life with the Callaghans for over 20 years. It is a time to touch in to the mysterious ways in which God, as Catherine tells us, forms and reforms all of us to meet God’s purpose. As pilgrims dip into the rich story of Catherine’s time in Coolock, they have the opportunity to sit together in the house, try their hand at a little needlework and imagine the conversations that Catherine may have had with the young servant girls as she taught them
such skills. This activity gives pilgrims the opportunity to reflect on the unplanned conversations they have along the way that inspire them and challenge them.

Another story that captures the imagination of pilgrims is one that is told at Baggot Street which relates to Catherine’s young mischievous nephew, Willie McAuley. In a letter written in later years to his cousin, he remembers sitting on his Aunt’s footstool, while she read in a clear voice from a religious book to the Sisters sitting at work around the table. He notes that “they failed to abash me from peering over the table to draw a smile from the beautiful and holy faces opposite.” 3 This is a story that can remind hearers of Catherine’s love for her family and the way she was able to include her nephew in her ministry. For many staff members in Mercy Schools, a commitment to their students and the ways in which they have to balance this with their commitment to family life or community life are delicate. They can perhaps hear of their struggles as they imagine Catherine trying to manage both the House of Mercy and the needs of her nieces and nephews.

The story also speaks to those without children of their own, but who have nieces and nephews who hold a special place in their hearts. With a knowing smile, they often acknowledge that it is the prerogative of aunts, uncles and grandparents to indulge behaviors that perhaps parents might not always approve!

A comment from a participant on one program about such stories was:

Being physically present in Catherine’s house was a remarkable experience, as was spending time with several of the Sisters of Mercy who serve there. They spoke of Catherine intimately, as family members of a flesh-and-blood woman, unafraid to speak of her struggles and failings...but fully and joyfully celebrating her.

This is a reminder that it is the real Catherine whom the pilgrims benefit from meeting when they come on pilgrimage to the centre-- the woman who struggled at times with all that was asked of her and whose life was filled with “joys and sorrows mingled.”

It is not unusual to see pilgrims in Catherine’s room in tears, so touched when they hear the experience of her last hours in that room. They imagine the Sisters and family members gathered around Catherine, and think of those who had not arrived in time, or those who had not been called. They hear of her kindness to each one present as an individual, and of the invitation to always preserve union and charity. They are invited to reflect on what that means in the ministries to which they will return after the pilgrimage. A group of young pilgrims shared that, for them, preserving union means ensuring that there is no bullying at their school--how delighted Catherine would be with that intention!

Returning Home

As they return to ordinary life the pilgrims must tell others what they saw, recasting the story in their own terms.

One of the often-overlooked dimensions of pilgrimage is the journey back to where the pilgrim lives and ministers. Like Jesus in the story of the Transfiguration who returned from the mountaintop, so must all pilgrims return home. 4

There is a growing focus in programs offered at the Mercy International Centre, to include input on the women who surrounded Catherine. Pilgrims can learn from these stories the ways that Catherine interacted with the women who also had much responsibility for the establishment of the Mercy charism in new places, outside of Baggot Street. One participant writes:
It was at the House of Mercy that I first experienced the work of the Sisters that were Catherine’s contemporaries. Until this visit I had focused solely on the life and accomplishments of Catherine. It was here where I realized that there were Sisters who each had unique gifts and talents that were not too dissimilar to the gifts of my team members.

This participant went back home and introduced the members of his team not present on the pilgrimage to Baggot Street to the stories of Sister Mary Clare Augustine Moore. It is obvious from Catherine’s letters that Clare Augustine’s artistic character and temperament presented challenges for Catherine. In her letters to Frances Warde, she sometimes referred to her as “the judge,” 5 or “that one” 6 (where the words in the original manuscript are both underlined and written in a larger print for emphasis), or “a character – not suited to my taste or my ability to govern.” However, such was Catherine’s demeanour to Clare Augustine that she reported that Catherine “liked to look at me drawing or working” 8 and she experienced Catherine as treating her as a confidant.9

In listening to such stories, pilgrims are challenged to consider their own relationships with others and the importance of exercising compassion, care, respect and inclusive engagement, even when that is demanding.

When she returned home to Monte Sant’ Angelo College in Sydney, Australia, one of the pilgrims on the Education Pilgrimage passed on to her students an understanding of the “Ripple Effect.” The school newsletter describes the activity in which the students were asked to bring a bottle of water from home on their first day of high school.

Together the girls formed eight concentric circles symbolizing the Ripple Effect as it is this theme that will guide the girls through their Mercy journey-- that it is through the decisions we make and our subsequent actions that have the potential to ripple out and affect others in our world.

The water symbolized all the diverse areas within Sydney that the girls have come from. Students poured their water onto the round in a special area of the school, connecting them as the Year 7 Monte Class of 2018. Together, they are stronger than the strength of each individual. In addition to this, water was collected from the House of Mercy in Dublin. This place, so special in the heart of Catherine McAuley, and when poured onto the ground linked the global family of Mercy to all at Monte Sant’ Angelo – as they continue to be part of the ripple effect of Catherine McAuley’s actions since 1827.10

One hundred and ninety-one years since the door was first opened, it is not hard to be convinced of the value of Mercy International Centre as a place of pilgrimage that has far-reaching ripples. People’s lives are enriched and changed by the experience. Those whose lives they touch are in turn inspired so that they can recast the story in their own way. “Hurray for foundations!”

Endnotes

6. Sullivan, Correspondence, p. 128.
7. Ibid., p. 368.
9. Ibid., p. 211.
California State Senate Prayer of August 11, 2016
Michelle Gorman, R.S.M., Chaplain to the Senate

Let us remember that we are in the holy presence of God.

Soren Kierkegaard (1813-1855) once said:
“The function of prayer is not to influence God, but rather to change the nature of the one who prays.”

So gracious God, today we pray:
~That new hope may rise from our human discouragement;
~That new faith may rise from our human doubt;
~That new love may rise from our human indifference;
~That new courage may rise from our human timidity;
~And that new joy may rise from our human sorrow.

Generous God, as we engage in this day’s tasks, let us carry your light within us, as we bring new hope to the people we serve. Amen.
(Adapted from Joy Clough, RSM, Intercessions of Mercy)
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Storming Heaven: Intercessory Prayer, An Indispensable Work of Mercy

Katherine Doyle, R.S.M.

In a world charged with extreme poverty, violence, racism, and hunger, people of faith work to provide what persons need to live with dignity and safety. Moved by compassion and justice, they struggle to end the cycle of hate, greed and exploitation. Such a resolution seems so far beyond reach. It is bigger than our limited human efforts, but Jesus told us it is not beyond our prayer. “I say to you, if you have faith the size of a mustard seed, you will say to this mountain, “Move from here to there, and it will move; and nothing will be impossible to you.” (Matt 17:20) The challenge is: Do we believe it? Do we believe that the work of mercy, To Pray for the Living and the Dead, is a life changing action?

The prayer of intercession is not a last chance resort. It is a prayer practice rooted in Judaeo-Christian tradition finding its origin in Covenant relationship. Mitch Finley, a contemporary writer on the works of mercy, reminds us that the practice of intercessory prayer goes back to the Hebrew scriptures. God raises up intercessors for the people, intercessors such as Abraham, Moses, the prophets and priests who, “rooted in God’s covenanted fidelity, call the people back to God and intercede for them in their sin.” This work of intercession sometimes led to marginalization. Referencing the work of Michael Downey, Finley identifies the intercessor with the paradigm of the Suffering Servant.

Israel’s Belief in God’s Mercy

Israel’s confidence in God’s covenant promises finds expression in the Psalms. Among the various categories of prayers are found 20 prayers of communal supplication, 45 individual prayers of supplication and an additional 13 prayers of confidence. Psalm 44 exemplifies this dynamic. First it recalls the mercies of God over time: “We have heard with our ears, O God, our ancestors have told us, what deeds you performed in their days, in the days of old.” The prayer continues describing the lot of the people presently: “You have made us the taunt of our neighbors, the derision and scorn of those around us...a laughing-stock among the peoples.” After reminding God that truly they are God’s people, the cry is lifted: “Rise up, come to our help. Redeem us for the sake of your steadfast love.”

In commenting on this psalm Brueggemann and Bellinger assert that the reason for Israel’s prayer is this: “Israel believes its prayer can mobilize YHWH back to fidelity. Israel has no doubt that YHWH can made a decisive, positive difference in its life if only YHWH will answer prayer...Israel in the end counts on YHWH’s fidelity and praise to the God of all fidelity to return to a proper covenantal relationship.”

God Longs to Show Mercy

The reality of God’s covenant love weds intercessory prayer to mercy. Catherine of Siena
writes of God’s urgent desire that we cry out for healing and mercy. She relates to us God’s desire for our prayer. “Never relax your desire to ask for my help. Never lower your voice in crying out to me to be merciful to the world.” Catherine tells us that our very desire to ask for mercy is rooted in God’s desire that we ask for it. “Sometimes, to test your desires and your perseverance, I pretend not to hear you. But I do hear you, and I give you whatever you need, for it is I who gave you the very hunger and voice with which you call to me, and when I see your constancy I fulfill your desires insofar as they are ordered in accord with my will.” Catherine’s God was a God who was never indifferent to the tears of humankind. Her insight recalls the words of Psalm 56:8 which asks that God collect our tears in a bottle.

Catherine’s understanding of the relationship between mercy and intercession is part of a long tradition of Catholic teaching over the centuries. The Catechism of the Catholic Church puts it this way:

> Since Abraham, intercession—asking on behalf of another—has been characteristic of a heart attuned to God’s mercy. In the age of the Church, Christian intercession participates in Christ’s, as an expression of the communion of saints. In intercession, [the one] who prays looks "not only to his own interests, but also to the interests of others," even to the point of praying for those who do him harm.

Intercessory prayer is an act which affirms our belief in a merciful God. When Christians offer prayers of intercessions it is because God has shown us that God’s promise is faithful and true, that the Holy One will be our refuge, rock and shelter.

**When Christians offer prayers of intercessions it is because God has shown us that God’s promise is faithful and true, that the Holy One will be our refuge, rock and shelter.**

**Prayer in and Through Christ Jesus**

Our faith understanding helps us know that we don’t pray alone. Our prayer is one with the prayer of Christ, the prayer of the whole communion of saints.

Intercession is a prayer of petition which leads us to pray as Jesus did. He is the one intercessor with the Father on behalf of all [people], especially sinners. He is "able for all time to save those who draw near to God through him, since he always lives to make intercession for them." The Holy Spirit "... intercedes for us . . . and intercedes for the saints according to the will of God." For Christians, intercessory prayer is not a solitary or individual act. It is a participation in the prayer of Christ Jesus. It is a prayer that echoes the prayer of Jesus throughout the scriptures. In the Gospel of John, we find Jesus saying:

> I ask on their behalf; I do not ask on behalf of the world, but of those whom You have given Me; for they are Yours; and all things that are Mine are Yours, and Yours are Mine; and I have been glorified in them. I am no longer in the world; and yet they themselves are in the world, and I come to You. Holy Father keep them in Your name, the name which You have given Me, that they may be one even as We are. (Jn. 17:9-11)

While the people of Israel might have seen Abraham or Moses as examples of intercessors before God, Christians, confident that Jesus is their intercessor, see themselves being one with the prayer of Jesus for the well-being of all peoples. The efficacy of such prayer is supported over and over again by the repeated promise of Jesus, “Whatever you ask in My name, that will I do, so that the Father may be glorified in the Son” (Jn. 14:13).10

**The Liturgical Expression of Intercessory Prayer**

Nowhere is this belief more evident than within the Church’s liturgical tradition. The liturgical prayer
pattern found in the early Cathedral Office illustrates the centrality of intercessory prayer. The pattern is described to us by a fourth century Spanish nun named Egeria. The service she describes is dated around 381 A.D. The community of believers gathered at dawn to await the coming of the bishop who would lead them in prayer. While waiting, they sang psalms and hymns of praise and thanksgiving, psalms that cried out for protection for the community, for deliverance and release. When the bishop arrived, he led the people in intercessory prayer for the needs of the church, blessed the people and sent them forth. Gathering together the actual needs of the community and world with the prayer of the church witnessed to those present that daily life and prayer were braided together as one reality.

The ensuing years of liturgical evolution led to a diminishment of the intercessory prayer element in the Liturgy of the Hours as the monastic office gradually superseded the early ecclesial format. Greater emphasis was placed upon the Lectio Divina of the psalms. The monastic practice of praying the 150 psalms put participation in that prayer beyond the reach of Christians who toiled in the fields or in the emerging towns. Various devotions emerged as an alternative. The fifteen mysteries of the Rosary, the praying of the Our Father at specific times daily, the Angelus and the Jesus Psalter are just a few devotions which find their origin in a desire to continue the Christian call to “pray unceasingly.” (1Thess.5:19)

A second treasury of intercessory prayer practice is found in the Eucharistic Liturgy. Not only did the liturgical reform of the Second Vatican Council restore the Prayers of the Faithful or Universal Prayers, but it also preserved the strong intercessory element within the various Eucharistic Prayers. In the first Eucharistic prayer, the oldest of the canons, we find the Church praying in these words:

...we offer you firstly for your holy catholic church. Be pleased to grant her peace, to guard, unite and govern her throughout the whole world, together with your servant n. our Pope and n. our Bishop*, and all those who, holding to the truth, hand on the catholic and apostolic faith. ...remember, Lord, your servants n. and n. and all gathered here, whose faith and devotion are known to you. For them, we offer you this sacrifice of praise or they offer it for themselves and all who are dear to them: for the redemption of their souls, in hope of health and well-being, and paying their homage to you, the eternal God, living and true. ...remember also, Lord, your servants n. and n., who have gone before us with the sign of faith and rest in the sleep of peace. Grant them, O Lord, we pray, and all who sleep in Christ, a place of refreshment, light and peace. he joins his hands. To us, also, your servants, who, though sinners, hope in your abundant mercies, graciously grant some share and fellowship with your holy apostles and martyrs.12

In Eucharistic Prayers 2, 3 and 4, the pattern is repeated but the intercessory needs vary. In Eucharistic Prayer #2, we ask to be brought into one, to bring the church to the fullness of charity and that those who have died, to be brought into the light of God’s face. Eucharistic Prayer #3 asks for reconciliation to God’s Self, to become one body and one spirit in Christ, and affirms the church’s reliance on the constant intercession of all the saints. Once again, the church prays that the departed be granted entry into the kingdom where they will enjoy fullness of life. The final canon, Eucharistic Prayer #4, after recalling the saving actions of God, asks that all who partake of the One Bread and One Chalice be gathered into One, that they become a living sacrifice in Christ to the glory of God.13

The combined use of intercessory prayer within the Eucharistic canons as well as within the Universal Prayer of the Mass, lifts up for us the vital role that such intercessory prayer practice plays in the life of the church. The General Instruction of the Roman
Missal confirms this role when it reminds us: “It is fitting that such a prayer be included...so that petitions will be offered for the holy Church, for civil authorities, for those weighed down by various needs, for all men and women, and for the salvation of the whole world.”

In 1998 when Morning and Evening Prayer of the Sisters of Mercy, was published, it was grounded in this liturgical understanding of intercessory prayer. Using the format of the early ecclesial office, the daily morning and evening prayer captured the urgency of the world’s needs in its intercessory prayer element. Intercessions found in week one of the prayer provide just a few examples:

You desire freedom for the oppressed: Shower the earth with justice for those who are imprisoned by hate and fear.

Comforter of those who suffer: Show us how to be with those in pain, especially abused women and children.

For the refugees and the immigrants of the world: May they be comforted by their sisters and brothers in Christ.

For those who are homeless and who yearn for permanent shelter, we pray: God, send us your mercy.

Such petitions systematically raise up the needs of women and children, earth, violence in all its forms, the economically poor, and persons experiencing discrimination and marginalization as focus for intercessory prayer. The calendar of saints was used to ask the intercession of saints who gave their lives in the service of their brothers and sisters. The two elements speak to the role that intercession plays in the apostolic life of mercy.

Prayer as a Work of Mercy

Intercessory prayer is not limited to the liturgical sphere, however. While the liturgy most clearly teaches us that we are united to the prayer of Christ, devotional prayer practice has also mirrored this practice throughout history. It was Saint Augustine who first identified “prayer for the living and the dead” as a work of mercy. In the mind of Augustine, the work of reconciliation called one to be “vigilant about the spiritual needs of the other.” These works of reconciliation were threefold: “to console the afflicted, to show the way to the lost, to assist those who hesitate.” To the works of reconciliation Augustine added three works of forgiveness which included bearing wrongs, correcting the sinner and forgiving sins.

In the foreword to a collection of writings by Pope Francis on the works of mercy, James Keenan, S.J., points out that intercessory prayer was connected to the work of reconciliation. Keenan says, “For Augustine, praying for the living and the dead was a prayer that extended even to one’s enemies. The prayer for the living and the dead was then the summary work of the first six spiritual practices.” It gathered up Augustine’s three spiritual works of being vigilant for the spiritual well-being of the other and his three works of pardon and forgiveness bringing all into unity.

Intercession Knows No Boundaries

The work of intercession is intimately linked to the early Christian community’s understanding of the communion of saints. All persons are connected. What happens to one, happens to all. “The first Christian communities lived this form of fellowship intensely. Thus, the Apostle Paul gives them a share in his ministry of preaching the Gospel but also intercedes for them. The intercession of Christians recognizes no boundaries-- “for all men, for kings and all who are in high positions, for persecutors, for the salvation of those who reject the Gospel.” Such an understanding expanded the intercession of the Christian community to enfold both living and deceased, stranger and friend, distant and near. Belief in the communion of saints gave them confidence to appeal to those who had gone before them and were one with them in that communion.
They saw that both living and deceased members were joined together in praying for the needs of the whole society.

The greater the anguish of the world, the greater the urgency for intercessory prayer. During World War II, in the face of indescribable suffering, Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrote:

A Christian fellowship lives and exists by the intercession of its members for one another, or it collapses. I can no longer condemn or hate a brother for whom I pray, no matter how much trouble he causes me. His face, that hitherto may have been strange and intolerable to me, is transformed in intercession into the countenance of a brother for whom Christ died, the face of a forgiven sinner.21

Intercessory prayer not only lays claim to the mercy of God, it transforms the heart of the one who prays. Bonhoeffer understood that prayer softens the heart and helps us to see the “enemy” with the eyes of love. This happens gently. Sometimes we don’t see our request realized but something changes. Bonhoeffer didn’t live to see the fruit of his own intercessory prayer for peace and freedom. It can often be like that for all believers. The prayer is an act of unselfish love. Jesus warned us of that in his story of the persistent widow. The story tells us that the widow appeals over and over again until the unjust judge finally responds (Lk. 18:1-8). Jesus sets a similar scene in the story of the neighbor who comes in the midst of the night begging for bread (Lk. 11:5-8). In each case the one who asks must wait with hope, wait for the emergence of the good.

In Christian tradition we have stories of saints who “waited on God.” Who could forget the classic story of Monica praying for Augustine’s conversion or Clare’s reliance on God to save her city from the Saracens. Persistence in prayer is modelled in the actions of Moses, hands outstretched during battle, or with Abraham’s negotiation with God to save Sodom for the sake of ten just men.

Catherine of Siena reminds us that our anguish and persistence touch the heart of God--

...with a restless heart bewail the death of this child, humanity, who you see reduced to such misery that your tongue could not tell it. Through this lamentation and crying out it is my will to be merciful to the world.22

Urgent Needs of Today

Today we pray not only for persons but for earth itself. All creation becomes the fodder for our prayer and concern. Contemporary developments in the sciences have deepened our understanding of interdependence and unity. Through the exploration of space, images from the Hubble telescope, and other scientific advances, the intricacies and interdependence of creation have become etched in our awareness. The extinction of species, destruction of rainforests, pollution of rivers and oceans, extraction industries that rape the land, all cry out for prayer. It is significant that Pope Francis has added Care of Earth as one of the works of mercy for the holding sacred of earth is not merely a desire, it is a necessity and act of stewardship. It is a work that blends together the corporal and spiritual dimensions of mercy.

One cannot talk about “Praying for the Living and the Dead” without acknowledging that prayer for the deceased is problematic for some believers. Finley points out that until the mid-sixteenth century intercessory prayer was simply taken for granted. It was an integral part of Christian spirituality. Protestant Reformers found fault with the practice. The abuse of things like indulgences caused them to question the efficacy of praying for those who were already deceased.23 Questions arising from such discussion tend to place things on a linear time basis
when in God there is only the Eternal Now. “Effective intercessory prayer requires us to take to heart the fact that God’s love cannot be thought of on a space/time continuum. God’s love simply is always and everywhere, in time and in eternity.” Prayer for the dead causes us to move into unknowing and confront the mystery of life itself. Engaging in prayer for the deceased is a constant affirmation of our belief that physical death is the gateway to eternal life in and through Christ Jesus.

Pope Francis reminds us that prayer for the dead is also “first and foremost, a sign of appreciation for the witness they have left us and the good that they have done.” It is an act of love and an entrustment of those who are dear to us to God’s mercy. We trust in the promises of Jesus that we will rise again and be joined with him in glory.

**Intercessory Prayer: Challenge and Invitation**

The rich tradition of intercessory prayer is both challenge and invitation to us. Daily family members, friends and even strangers ask us to pray for them. There are multiple prayer lists, both for persons and for global concerns. We find ourselves saying: “I will hold you in prayer.” This assurance is second-nature to us for over the ages Christians have held firmly to the belief that God hears and answers our prayer.

The testimony lifted up by time and by the cloud of witnesses that have gone before us reminds us that great things have been accomplished through the power of prayer. But what about the present? Does our current world reality ask of us the “faith to move mountains?” In the now of our world’s pain our reality asks us to pray unceasingly for the healing of the world. It asks that our deeds be joined with our prayer. Only a renewed commitment to the work of mercy, “Praying for the Living and the Dead” will let us know if our response is: “Yes, Lord, I believe.”
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Our Lord and Savior Jesus came for our salvation. He was a man like us, except for sin. He was the perfect man while also the Son of God the Father, who walked upon this earth in perfect holiness, and in perfect obedience to the Father. The Lord Jesus, inspired all during that time by the same Spirit, told us he would send us the Spirit. This is why he had to leave us and ascend to the Father. He promised us that he would not leave us alone, for the Holy Spirit who inspired him would now be inspiring us on our daily walk and way of life.

Although Jesus was God made a true man, His doing that at the will of his Father was part of the humiliation, the suffering, the passion and the cross required in order for our eternal salvation to be achieved. During his life amongst us, he was truly God who is the object of our praise, our adoration, our laud, and our worship. As the Scriptures tell us, the Seraphim veil their faces in his presence and cry out one to another:

Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts!
All the earth is filled with his glory! (Isaiah 6:3)

The angelic hosts, in existence long before mankind was created, constantly praise and worship him as the Creator of the world, the Only-Begotten of the Father from all eternity, and the Eternal Son of Love. This the Lord Jesus himself taught us:

For the Father loves his Son and shows him everything that he himself does, and he will show him greater works than these so that you may be amazed. For just as the Father raises the dead and gives life, so also does the Son give life to whomever he wishes. Nor does the Father judge anyone, but he has given all judgment to His Son, so that all may honor the Son just as they honor the Father Who sent him. Whoever does not honor the Son does not honor the Father Who sent him (Jn. 5:20-23).

The Son must be honored and worshipped as the Father is honored and worshipped. While amongst us, Jesus looked forward to his resurrection and glorification at the right hand of the Father after finishing the Paschal Mystery, namely, the work he came for—our eternal salvation by his sacrifice on the cross. The Son is truly worthy of our praise, worship, laud and glory.

But on earth as the God-Man, the Suffering Servant as Isaiah so well foretold, he was taking his place under God the Father, having come in obedience unto death, unto death on the cross (Phil. 2:5-8). In doing that work, as the Scriptures tell us, our Lord and Savior prayed. He praised and worshipped as he alone could accomplish that laud and adoration and thanksgiving to his Father.

The Prayer of Jesus

We know very little about the prayers offered by the Lord Jesus, when he was alone with His Father on the mountain tops and deserted places, or in the Garden of Olives, or when he spent nights in prayer. Besides prayers of intercession, surely, he must have given praise and adoration and laud and thanksgiving to him who sent him into our world to glorify his name in the mighty works of redemption.

Surely among his prayers were the Psalms, which contain such profound thoughts of love and praise and thanksgiving. Surely being the God-Man, Jesus prayed with the fullness of his humanity in all the emotions of his very body and soul, under the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit.

In the Gospels, the first record of Jesus praying that we hear about comes from Luke:

At that time Jesus said in reply: I give praise to you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, for although you have hidden these things from the wise and the learned, you have revealed them to the childlike. Yes, Father, such has been your gracious will. All things have been handed over to me by my Father. No one knows the Son except the Father, and no one knows the Father except the Son and anyone to whom the Son wishes to reveal him (Lk. 10:21-22).

Again, we read when Jesus arrived at the tomb of his friend, Lazarus:

Jesus said: “Take away the stone.” So, they took away the stone. And Jesus raised his eyes and said: “Father, I thank you for hearing me. I know you always hear me; but because of the crowd here I have said this, that they may believe that you sent me.” And when he had said this, he cried out in a loud voice, “Lazarus come out!” The dead man came out, tied hand and foot with burial bands and his face was wrapped in a cloth. So, Jesus said to them, “Untie him and let him go” (Jn. 11:41-44).

Again, at the Last Supper, Jesus looked up to heaven and gave thanks before blessing the bread and again after thanks before blessing the chalice of wine.

He said to them, “I have eagerly desired to eat this Passover with you before I suffer, for I tell you, I shall not eat it again until there is fulfillment in the Kingdom of God.” Then he took a cup, gave thanks, and said, “Take this and share it among yourselves, for I tell you from this time on I shall not drink the fruit of the vine until the Kingdom of God comes.” Then he took the bread, said the blessing, broke it, and gave it to them saying, “This is my body, which will be given for you. Do this in memory of me.” And likewise, the cup after they had eaten, saying, "This cup is the new covenant in my blood, which will be shed for you" (Lk. 22:15-20).

Throughout the entire Gospel of St. Luke, Jesus is repeatedly remembered as a person of regular and constant prayer with his heavenly Father. Often St. Luke writes that the Lord got up early and retired to a secluded place to pray to his heavenly Father. Luke notes that before Jesus made an important announcement he first prayed to his Father. The Gospels tell us that before Jesus worked any miracle, he usually gave thanks to his Father and then proceeded to heal or forgive or cure or raise from the dead. It was this example given by Jesus as witnessed by his disciples that inspired them. After Jesus had just finished praying, they sought instruction on how to pray with similar benefits in their own lives and for their ministry in his vineyard.

**What is Prayer—An Anecdote of Archbishop Sheen**

As we consider this request and Jesus' response, we must ask just what prayer is? Prayer is much more than merely a humble stance before God! It just is not a list of petitions. Nor is prayer merely some remarks addressed by an individual to God. Rather, fundamentally, prayer is having a real interpersonal relationship with God. It's a true form of interpersonal communication. This means, of course, that prayer is very definitely not just a soliloquy. Rather, prayer must be a colloquy. It must be an in-depth conversation with God. And any real conversation must always involve a two-way interchange of ideas and feelings and responses, a real colloquy.

Is that not how we build-up a relationship and we keep a friendship? And the deeper, and oftener we
inter-relate, and truly communicate, the closer any relationship grows and develops, does it not?

Prayer, therefore, must be a two-way conversation. It must be a colloquy, as Archbishop John Peter Fulton Sheen told me many years ago in confession. I was making my confession during our priests' retreat with the good Archbishop. He looked at me and said, “Bill, you blah, blah, blah to God and when you finish you say ‘Good bye God!’ If this is true, you have never really prayed!”

I was 28 years-old and three years an ordained priest. May God have mercy on me! Then the Archbishop added, “Bill, before your day begins do as Jesus did. Get up early around 4:00 am and take time to do lectio divina with the Lord our God. Speak with him! Take time to stop and listen for his voice to you, which is helped to happen from your lectio divina. Since that moment, this has been my practice.

Like any conversation, prayer is not just speaking to one another from our heart and our very being! It must also be truly listening to the other, and then reflecting deeply upon what the other says or asks. This manner of inter-relating is the only way we humans have of maintaining our intimate relationship one with another. And, as our in-depth conversation with another grows, so does our interpersonal relationship with that person, and also does our admiration and our love for the other person develop and grow. Suddenly our relationship goes from being a casual interpersonal relationship to an extremely close, interpersonal relationship. And, that manner of behavior must be the same for every relationship that you and I are involved in. Real communication is a basic necessity in maintaining any kind of human interpersonal relationship. How many marriages falter and fail due to a real lack of communication? I think lack of communication is the major factor.

So, it also is with our entire Christian life. Our living as a Christian must be based upon a real, daily interpersonal, close-knit relationship and partnership of life with God. This is what prayer is all about. Our prayer must give witness to our fundamental values and core beliefs that shape every moment of our daily lives. In turn, as we live these values and beliefs, we inspire others, as Jesus' prayer and relationship with his heavenly Father inspired his apostles.

While we must talk with God from the very depths of our being, we must also give time for God to talk back to us. Yes. Exactly. He needs time to talk to us. We need to take time to listen and reflect upon what he says to us. When we converse with God, as Jesus told us, as Matthew recorded it:

When you pray, do not be like the hypocrites, who love to stand and pray on street corners, so that others may see them. Amen, I say to you, they have received their reward. When you pray, go to your room, close the door, and pray to your Father in secret. And your Father who sees in secret will repay you. In praying do not babble words like the pagans, who think that they will be heard because of their many words. Don't be like them. Your Father knows what you need before you ask Him (Matt. 6:5-8).

The best means of sharing our faith — evangelizing — is through our personal example, not through any imposition by force or coercion, whether that be morally, physically, psychologically or emotionally with another. "Who" and "what" we are is what touches others. Our actions, our words, our manner of behavior, our expressions of care, our innermost ideas and beliefs. Who we are shows in our facial expressions as we talk, and even sometimes our roaring in laughter or tears flooding down our checks. All of who and what we are speaks to those around us.

Most of us must acknowledge that we don't even think about having a close-knit interrelationship with God by doing as Jesus did, let alone attempt to spend
whole nights in prayer up on top of a mountain as Jesus did so often in is life amongst us. As the Gospels tell us, Jesus did this always before making important decisions, from choosing his apostles to preparing for his arrest and passion and death. As St. Luke notes in his Gospel repeatedly, that is what Jesus did. Remember a night that happened just before Jesus chose the twelve to be his apostles. I guess the motto here might be: big decision — big prayer (Lk. 6: 12-16). Nowhere does any disciple tell us how Jesus prayed. But we can be sure that he praised, glorified, blessed and thanked his Father! That he acknowledged his Father as the Lord and Creator.

We know, however, that except for Judas, those Jesus chose went from being so-so as human persons to being as much changed as a human can be. Those same human beings went out after his Ascension, to transform our world. In all honesty, those simple, not-too-well educated apostles set the world alight with their faith and their witness. They certainly demonstrate what prayer can accomplish with God's grace, once that grace is allowed to take hold. Grace molds those who accept its power into extremely effective instruments of Jesus' Good News — his Gospel.

While we might not pray like Jesus, our feeble attempts at prayer helps us see and understand things differently. Prayer offers us light where there would otherwise likely be darkness. Prayer allows us to receive God's wisdom and guidance, so that our own minds and thinking are not governed by our own views and prejudices. Through prayer we see people differently, as we began to see things from a new and more enlightened perspective.

Indeed, given what we know about the disciples of Jesus' choice is testimony to the power of God to change and to transform. Peter went from being weak and quick to act and respond to being a stable person, a "rock." James and John were ambitious and fanatical, and even got their own mother involved in their scheme to advance their interests. Matthew's financial dealings as a tax collector were most likely dubious before Jesus invited him to become his follower. Thomas was a skeptic and a cynic at heart up to Easter evening. Saul was a radical Pharisee out to capture and destroy all Jews who were following the "New Way."

If Jesus' prayer for those persons could change and help them, what can His prayer do for us? We should look deeply into how Jesus answered His Apostles request to teach them to pray. And then we should do likewise!

The Instruction of Jesus on Prayer

Thus, when His disciples sought instruction on how they should pray:

"Lord, teach us to pray just as John taught his disciples" (Lk. 11:1).

In response to this heartfelt request, as St. Luke tells us, we learn that Jesus is the real Master of Prayer. In response to that plea, Jesus entrusted to his disciples and to his church for generations to come the most fundamental prayer, "The Lord's Prayer," which is also known as the "Our Father."2

St. Matthew's Gospel contains the longest form of this prayer (Matthew 6:9-13. Most biblical scholars believe St. Luke's version may be closer to the actual words of the Lord Jesus, but they also believe that St. Matthew's version developed in order to make clear what was behind Jesus' words.

The Our Father is our first prayer, and really the foundation of all our prayer. However, as the Scriptures teach, no one can truly pray the Our Father without the Holy Spirit. God our Father sends the Holy Spirit of his Son into our hearts, so that we can cry out to God, "Abba! Father! " (Gal. 4:6). Jesus gave us the words of this prayer, so we too can pray to the God the Father as he prayed to his heavenly
Father. He returned to the Father to send us the Holy Spirit so that these words would become for us "spirit and life" (Jn. 6:63).

The Our Father is truly a gift from Jesus to the Church, and it has been prayed since the Church's earliest days. According to the Didache, an ancient record, the early Christians would pray the Our Father three times a day. This replaced the Eighteen Benedictions, which formed part of a faithful Jew's daily prayer. Still today, the Our Father remains an essential part of Christian liturgical life and daily prayer.

Fullest Expression in the Eucharistic Liturgy

It should be remembered that Jesus himself did not say that we should say "My Father," but rather "Our Father"—offering our adoration and petitions for the whole Body of Christ, the Church! Because of this first invocation of the Lord Jesus, we can discover the truest and fullest meaning of the "Our Father" only within the context of the celebration of the Eucharist. During that Divine Liturgy, the "Our Father" is a summing-up of all of our prayers, petitions and intercessions. It is also, in a sense, a knocking on the door of the "banquet of the kingdom" as we anticipate receiving the very body and blood of Jesus! The "Our Father" expresses, further, our hoping and our longing for the return of Jesus, when he will come again in all his glory. Since Jesus' Ascension to his heavenly Father his return in glory has been imminent. We are in the last time!

Spiritual Disposition in Prayer

When we pray the "Our Father," we are confessing our faith in God's goodness and eternal love. In fact, we are professing and witnessing to our confidence that we are truly children of the Father upon whom he lavishes his unconditional love and mercy. To know God as Father is a remarkable grace and blessing. We sometimes forget that "flesh and blood" cannot reveal God as Father. We perceive this truth not through human reason alone but through faith, through the most wonderful, and first, gift of revelation.

Praised be to God the Father, the Lord of heaven and earth, whom we are privileged to call "Abba - Father." This is the God of compassion, healing, mercy, forgiveness and of unconditional love.

Our Father in heaven, hallowed be your name. 
Your kingdom come. Your will be done on earth as (done) in heaven. 
Give us today our daily bread. And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. 
And do not subject us to the final test, but deliver us from the evil one (Matt.6:9-13)

This prayer begins by teaching us the very place of God in our lives, namely, that he must have first place as the Father of each and every one of us. His presence must pervade all that each one of us and that He has called each to be. To do that, we each one of us must purify our hearts, our minds and our very beings, so that he can dwell within our hearts and souls, so that he can each one's heart can be hallowed. We acknowledge God's omnipotence and we also ask God to make his presence felt in every part of our being-- our hearts, our minds, our souls. It asks too that when we engage him in conversation, in silent prayer, with a listening heart, we can experience the bottomless, endless, eternal Love that is God himself. And, through this selfless experience we are given a way to forgive and to love others, as God Himself loves each and every one of us.

That meaning flows very clearly from a translation of the original Aramaic.3
Yet, prayer is not just rattling off words. Rather, prayer is the lifting up of our hearts, our minds, and our very being unto the Lord.
rattling off words. Rather, prayer is the lifting up of our hearts, our minds, and our very being unto the Lord.

First and foremost, we remember that this prayer was taught by Jesus in response to his disciples' request to teach them to pray. This prayer is, therefore above all, the prayer of Jesus’ disciples, and so it must be prayed having that in mind. This prayer distills the whole of what it means to be Jesus' disciple.

What are we really saying to Our Father in heaven, when we recite this prayer? The first three petitions are requests related to adoration and worship of God the Father. We pray that his name be honored and highly respected by everyone, but especially by those saying this prayer! That his will be accomplished by all creatures in heaven and on earth, but most especially by us making this prayer! That his Kingdom grow and become truly a part of every creature's (angel and human) life, so that he might truly be glorified as all that He desires, is being fulfilled!

It should be noted that the Kaddish is a very ancient Jewish prayer that originally concluded the reading of the scripture in the synagogue. Today this prayer begins:

May his great name be exalted and sanctified in the world which he created according to his will. May he establish his kingdom and may his salvation blossom and his anointed be near during your lifetime and during your days and during the lifetimes of all the House of Israel, speedily and very soon!

Jesus may have known this prayer very well. This prayer was well-known before the time of the destruction of the Temple by the Romans in 70 A.D. The Kaddish has a real kinship to the Our Father. Both prayers ask first that the divine name be sanctified, then both prayers ask that the reign of God come. Since a version of this prayer existed in Jesus' time, it was well-known to faithful Jews. Jesus began the Our Father conscious that his disciples and followers also were aware of the Kaddish prayer. Jesus began by re-iterating the petition that the name of God be highly respected and exalted.

The second set of four petitions are requests for ourselves. We ask that all people on earth might have what is basically needed-- food, shelter, sufficient means to live a basic comfortable life, human rights and justice for all, and also freedom, especially the right to know and love and worship and serve God! That all people might have the help and grace to seek forgiveness and so be truly forgiven by themselves working earnestly to avoid sin! We ask all people to remember that their forgiveness is conditioned on their own willingness to forgive anyone who has sinned against them. We pray that all people also be given the grace to avoid being led astray by the world, the flesh and the devil. In all that we are, and in all we do, we give glory and praise to our God always and everywhere.

What must be kept in mind as we offer this prayer? What we meditate on is that this prayer has very strong eschatological overtones. The entire prayer is asking Our Father to speed up the coming of his kingdom. We pray that everything might be fully accomplished so that his kingdom might fully and completely be established giving him the fullness of glory. We pray that all people might truly see his love for us and give Him the praise and thanksgiving that he deserves.

This prayer is called the perfect prayer because it contains everything that should be part of our prayer: our relationship with God, recognizing the origin of our life, respect for the title of "Father" as the name of God, desire for God's sovereign action in our world, our total dependence on God, forgiveness as we must forgive, and the need for God's grace in order to be saved from the final test.
First Petition: Our Father
As St. Gregory of Nyssa wrote:

Anyone with a bit of good news would not make so bold as to call God by the name of Father until he had come to be like Him. It is impossible for God who is goodness in His very being to be Father to someone of evil will. It is impossible for the Holy One to be father of a depraved person. It is impossible for the Giver of Life to have as a child one whose sin has subjected him to death. "So, if one of us, in examining himself, discovers that his conscience is covered in mud and needs to be cleansed, he cannot allow himself such familiarity with God. First, he must be purified. Then why, in this prayer of His, does the Lord Jesus teach us to call God by the name of Father? I suppose that, in suggesting this word, He is putting before our eyes the holiest life as the criterion of our behavior.®

In the first place, the Aramaic "Abba," which translates "Daddy," is the word that Jesus used. "Abouna" is the usual Aramaic word for "Father." However, it should be noted that the word "Abba" is the highest form of respect that adult children use in speaking to or about their father, for it connotes the deepest possible love and respect for someone who "has been," and "still is" the best of fathers. It is in this form that Jesus deliberately used the word "Abba" every time he spoke about God the Father.

Thus, this prayer begins with a most unique familiarity! It would be like the head of any nation or an employer telling us to call him/her by their most intimate name, one that might be used by their spouse or most intimate friend. And, it is the Lord Jesus himself who asks this of us! Jesus teaches us to address God the Father with a liberty and familiarity which comes from the pure, holy, Lord God himself. In one of the eastern rites, a Maronite liturgical invocation says that in giving us this prayer, Jesus is giving to us a most holy, most pure prayer taught to His disciples saying to them:

Each time you gather together in My Name and you celebrate My memory and the Eucharistic Paschal Mystery, you should pray, give thanks and praise your God and Father by saying: "Our Father."

Thus, we begin this prayer by acknowledging that God truly is our Father, our "Daddy." God is truly Our Father with all that being "Our Daddy" means. That He is the Perfect Father! Namely, that He cares deeply for each one of us! That His love is beyond measure, even with all of our imperfections! Where he resides is the most perfect state, as it is a place without pain or sorrow of any kind and is the happiest, most joyful place ever. As St. John writes:

Behold, God's dwelling is with the human race. He will dwell with them, and they will be His people, and God Himself will always be with them. He will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and there shall be no more death or mourning, wailing, or pain, for the old order has passed away (Rev. 21:3-4).

Trying to comprehend what heaven really is like is beyond what we can ever imagine or conceive, no matter how we stretch our mind, as St. John writes in his First Letter.

God is love, and whoever remains in love remains in God and God in Him. There is no fear in love, but perfect love drives out fear because fear has to do with punishment . . . We love because he first loved us (I Jn. 4:16-19).

Heaven is perfection itself. And we are drawn in because of who Our Father really and truly is. St. Cyril of Jerusalem wrote that "God wants to be called Father by us." As St. Cyril puts it:
Anyone who prays ought therefore to ask that the name of God may be hallowed, as it is also in the Psalms: “Let us exalt His name forever” (Ps.34:3). You. (Lk. 15:21). He would not confess himself to be a sinner against heaven if he were not convinced that the homeland he had left at the time of his going astray were not in actual fact, heaven. By this confession of his, he makes himself worthy once again to stand in the presence of his father who runs towards him, embraces him, and kisses him. The conclusion is this. To return to heaven there is only one route and that is to admit one's sinfulness and seek to avoid it. To make the decision to avoid it is already to be perfecting one's likeness of God.  

First Petition: Hallowed be Your Name 

As Origen wrote:

What is the meaning of the words “name” and “hallow.”? “Name” denotes the proper and exclusive nature of the being that carries it and indicates the general effect of its qualities. In human beings these qualities can change, and with them their names too. Abram came to be called Abraham, Simon became Peter, and Saul's name was changed to Paul. By contrast in the case of God who is immutable, who never changes, there is but one name, the “I am” that was given Him in Exodus (Ex. 3:14). We all endeavor to reflect on God to understand His nature, but they are few indeed that succeed in sensing His holiness. Jesus' prayer teaches us that God is holy. It helps us to discover the holiness of the Being that creates, provides, judges, chooses and abounds in generosity, welcomes and rejects, rewards and punishes equally. This is what characterizes the quality that belongs to God, the quality that the Scriptures call by the name of God. Therefore, in the Scriptures we read: “You shall not take the name of the Lord your God in vain.” (Ex. 20:7) and again, “May my teaching drop as the rain, my speech distil as the dew, as the gentle rain upon the tender grass, and as the showers upon the herb, for I will proclaim the name of the Lord” (Deut. 32:21). Anyone who prays ought therefore to ask that the name of God may be hallowed, as it is also in the Psalms: “Let us exalt His name forever” (Ps.34:3). The Psalmist hopes that we may arrive in harmony of spirit, at a true understanding of the nature of God.
So, we make our first petition to God, because of who and what he is. We are invited to intimately enter into God's eternal plan. And, what we recognize and acknowledge from the beginning, is that we should always hallow God's name. That is, we acknowledge that God often manifests his glorious self by an act of power that shows us His glory and then, because of that part of God's plan, we must adore and worship and love Him by sanctifying his most holy name. Does not the name stand for the person? Surely it does. Those who have been sued in court for maligning someone’s name learn that a name and reputation are precious. By remembering the person and name of God’s are to be reverenced, we achieve our own sanctification. In fact, every individual, who does that, achieves his/her sanctification.  

Second Petition: Your Kingdom Come

This very beautiful, devout second line is arguably the most important part of this prayer, for it is we, the speakers, giving ourselves totally to God, asking Our Father to take all the trash and rubbish out of our hearts, so that our hearts may truly be temples containing God as St. Paul writes:

Do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you, whom you have from God, and that you are not your own? For you have been purchased at a price. Therefore, glorify God in your body (2 Cor. 6:19-20).

As Origen wrote:

“For behold, the Kingdom of God is among you.” (Lk. 17:21) Therefore, anyone who prays that the kingdom of God may not delay its coming is praying that it may be consolidated, extended, and reach its fullness within him. Our Lord in fact dwells in all holy people, who recognize God as their King and obey his spiritual laws. The Father is present in the perfect soul and Christ reigns together with the Father, according to his own actual word: “Whoever loves me will keep my word and my Father will love him, and we will come to him and make our dwelling with him” (Jn. 14:23).

The kingdom will not reach its fullness in each of us until wisdom and the other virtues are perfected in us. Perfection is reached at the end of the journey, so we ought to be “forgetting what lies behind and straining forward to what lies ahead” (Phil. 3:13).

In other words, on the one hand, the believer is a tireless traveler and on the other hand the kingdom of God will reach its completion in us only when the words of the Apostle are fulfilled: “When He has destroyed every sovereignty and every authority and subjected everything under his feet then the Son himself will also be subjected to the One who subjected everything to him, so that God may be all in all” (I Cor. 15:24-28).

Let us subdue our members to produce the fruits of the Spirit. Then the Lord will walk with us as in a spiritual paradise. He alone will reign in us, together with Christ. And we shall already possess the benefits of the new birth and of the resurrection.”

This second petition reminds us that each one of us must be working daily to develop and bring about the Kingdom of God in our own lifetime here on earth, just as has always been done by the angels and saints in heaven, so that the divine purpose present now in heaven, be achieved here on earth. It is our responsibility to work diligently at this task, as we also look forward to Christ's return when he comes to hand over his kingdom to the Father. What we are acknowledging and asking is for a speedy coming of God's eternal kingdom here on earth today.

The central text and message of the Torah is "God rules as King." This, of course, is the solemn formula of the First Commandment:
You shall not have other gods besides me (Ex. 20:3).

For I, the Lord, your God, am a jealous God (Ex. 20:5).

And the commentary on this commandment in Deuteronomy, the "Shema Israel" states:

I am the Lord, your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of slavery. You shall not have other gods besides me (Deut. 5:6-7).

During the Passover Supper, the prayers over the bread begin, "Blessed are You, O King of the Universe." Zechariah notes, "The Lord will be King over the whole earth" (Zech. 14:9).

St. Mark in his Gospel makes clear that this First Commandment with the Commandment of Love have been joined into one Commandment by Jesus Himself as shown in the story of the scribe who came forward and asked Jesus: "Which is the first of the commandments?" And Jesus replied:

The first is this: "Hear, O Israel! The Lord our God is Lord alone! You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your mind and with all your strength. The second is this: You shall love your neighbor as yourself" (Mk. 12:29-30).

This suggests that Jesus reminds his disciples and followers that since God is King of the universe, we surrender ourselves totally to God's will as is manifested in Jesus, so that Jesus can reign over us until he surrenders everything at the end to the Father.

St. Paul tells us about Jesus giving all to his Father at the end: "When everything is subjected to him, then the Son Himself will also be subjected to the One who subjected everything to him, so that God may be all in all (I Cor. 15:28). And so, Jesus concludes His response to that scribe: "You are not far from the reign of God." (Mk. 12:34).

St. Paul, speaking of the end of time, puts it:

For, just as in Adam all die, so too in Christ shall be brought to life, but each one in proper order. Then comes the end, when he hands over the kingdom to his God and Father, when he has destroyed every sovereignty and every authority and power (I Cor. 15:23-24).

This petition also reminds us that we must not only be rightly looking for Christ Jesus' return in glory, rather, we must be looking for that above all else, because when Jesus returns, then he will hand everything over to his Father so that the reign of God may begin, but we must also be praying not only for the growth of that Kingdom but also for it to come possibly even in our own lifetimes. As St. Paul writes:

In Christ shall all be brought to life, but each in proper order; . . . then shall come the end, when he hands over the Kingdom to his God and Father (I Cor. 15:23-24).

It is only in sincerely making this petition to God that we can come one step closer to fulfilling the promise we make to "To forgive those who trespass against us." ◆

[Chorbishop Leser’s reflection on the third through seventh petitions in the “Our Father” will be continued in a subsequent issue.]
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In 2018 the 14th of February was Valentine’s Day, and in the Catholic Church it was also Ash Wednesday, which marked the beginning of the Lenten Season, forty-days of deep reflection, personal and communal, about how to live lovingly, mercifully and justly. But this day held something else as well--another mass shooting in the United States. This time it happened at a school in Parkland, Florida, where seventeen people were killed. Unfortunately, these events are beginning to seem routine… but never for those involved.1

It happened that the night before, February 13th, at Georgian Court University in New Jersey, we had a guest speaker, Frank DeAngelis. He had been principal at Columbine High in 1999 when 13 people were killed, along with the deaths of the two assailants, who each shot themselves. DeAngelis unpeeled his experience slowly and meticulously, each layer making us aware of a network of consequences that go on and on, reverberating through every crevice of a community’s consciousness for years. Violence, you might say, bleeds for a long time.

However, at Columbine and at Parkland, as we have seen at so many horrible events in the U.S. and around the world, something happens among the survivors just after a violent, deadly occurrence. Typically, it’s a collective ritual, a kind of “mournful liturgy of the people.”

Whether the violent event is intended, an accident, a twisted political or religious act, or something complicated by the perpetrator’s personal troubles, people often converge at the site where a deadly loss has taken place. The space itself becomes a kind of “sacred place,” a platform for spontaneous individual and collective expressions of disbelief, loss, sorrow, fear, outrage, reflection, prayer, despair, and even hope. The site can become a kind of sacred place where people assemble, share emotions and memories, and become mutual support for each other, if only by each other’s quiet presence.

Thus, the site where the initial violence took place becomes a location for a secondary event or gathering, that is, for collective ritual. If the site is inaccessible, destroyed, or cordoned off, people will then often gather at another site, some public space nearby, or a symbolically significant space.

Seeking to Dispel and Mitigate Pain

People in various degrees of shock and disbelief make their way to these places, that day, the next day... in hope that the actual sensate place and the people gathered there will be able to dispel or mitigate the overwhelming, paralyzing bad news. They seek a counter message to cancel the inescapable, nauseating truth about what has happened. They seek to remember a pre-reality to the horrible event, then some word of consolation and assurance among the gathered, while still unable to grasp the basic contours of what has occurred. They know well that the details are yet to be unraveled, if ever, especially, the “why” and “Why my child, friend, neighbor, or person next to me?” These gatherings are spontaneous, and/or planned and brought together swiftly by the community and a network of communities, as what happened in Parkland for an evening vigil, which spurred simultaneous vigils around the state of Florida.

Gripped by shock, people begin to form a loose group, a body of grief, a circle of shared experience, remembering those killed, while still in shock. They talk with those present, family, friends, and strangers.
Repeatedly they say, “It cannot be true. How did it happen? How could it happen? Why, why? What kind of person would do such a thing? If only...”

Ritual as Response to Atrocities

Quickly, words fall out of us and stories begin to form in a rudimentary narrative, with many perspectives in various pitches and tones. Tears arise from a depth of pain when survivors confront the immediacy of abrupt death.

Silence ultimately pervades a crowd, a way of hearing the voice of the dead, the past, and the call of the future. Repeatedly, as we see in photographs and news from around the world, we see people lighting candles, bringing flowers, writing and leaving notes and letters with rough poetry to the deceased...sketching them out on tattered scraps of paper and cardboard. We lean upon the ancient, beautiful and simple forms of ritual gesture, as we grasp at the frightening mystery of it all, trying to make sense of “new-normals” again and, sorrowfully, again, early into this 21st century.

We are reluctant to surrender ourselves to the belief that the world is paradigmatically vicious. We would rather embrace a romantic version of how things were constant, especially during explosive and shattering events like school shootings. We see these outbursts of violence as evil, staring us in the face with all of their horror. We are confronted with human and technological power gone off the rails.

Violent atrocities have included school shootings, terrorists’ bombings, crashing planes, boat loads of refugees allowed to drown in the sea, abuse-of-power killings, gang killings, drug war killings, religious and political massacres, genocides, catastrophes attributed to negligence, nuclear disasters and explosions, species annihilation and gross environmental degradation. During the peak of such events we do not always recognize our collective and historical finger prints amidst the ruble of forensic evidence and tensions leading to such breakdowns.

But even those who identify themselves as avengers should not claim they have permission or the moral right to inflict pain and chaos on others, especially innocents. Is revenge ever anyone's right? Can wrongs ever be set right by inflicting agony on even more people?

Yet, violent atrocities cannot be ignored or allowed to be pushed away by the quick clicking of time, the cycle of news reporting, or our craving for the next distracting report of an accident or human tragedy. Suffering is not entertainment, even though it grabs our attention. Violence always leaves consequences for future generations to heal or pay, usually with compound interest and more emotional complexity.

Effect of Ritual

Human-made violent events can leave us fearful, confused, and blindly vengeful. Yet, spontaneous, reflective, collective public responses to violence, those gatherings that we are now regularly becoming accustomed to seeing, and even participating in, serve as islands for initial emotional expression and cathartic existential questioning. These gatherings allow breathing time for communities to begin to adjust to a new reality. These gatherings offer the community a place to start the process of taking in what has happened, and time for seasoned minds and hearts, to come forth as needed guides for the collective soul.

At these gatherings we see people asserting their own power to act and to claim non-violent responses to heinous acts of viciousness.

At these gatherings we see people asserting their own power to act and to claim non-violent responses to heinous acts of viciousness. These are encouraging signs for contemporary culture because, in general, the peaceful, reflective gatherings seem to support a belief and a hope that calm will triumph over violence, and that love is more powerful than
hate. At least this is the high ground that many seem to want to take.

These gatherings are in-between times. Like some aspects of religious liturgical events, they provide a pause from normal time, a bit of unreal time, a kind of communal place to transition from life before the event, to life after that demarcation. The community has not yet organized itself into its divisions of labor or groups where they will officially mourn and bury their dead. The prayer services and funerals, religious and secular, are not yet fully in motion. Rather, these raw initial movements are saturated with dizzying emotions where we see people repeatedly choosing to come together in peaceful mutual support, mournful protest, even tearful outrage against ignorance, hate, and violent manifestations of the most limited understandings of “power.”

Violent Events and the Movement of Ritual

Surprisingly, we see patterns across cultures in terms of initial public reactions to these contemporary violent events. More so, we view these types of gatherings instantly across mass media, such as the Boston Marathon Bombings, and the terrorist attacks in Paris.

The simple responses and rituals enacted are rooted in our anthropology, such as our need to feel safe, to relate, and make sense of our experience. Often, as part of the ritual acts, we see people using similar, simple items that are associated with life and hope and mystery, such as fresh flowers, now available even in winter, as well as bright plastic imitation flowers, and small candles or L.E.D.’s. These are unpretentious items, standing as symbols that express meaning for people of different religious and spiritual traditions and beliefs, for those who are “spiritual” but not religious, for atheists, as well as for those who claim to have no experience or interest in religion or spirituality of any flavor or level.

Unfortunately, there have been many horrifying events across the globe in recent years. Many of us may have personally participated in some form of a collective ritual for one or more of these events, as well as witnessed these rituals through different media. Recall how people responded through ritual to the Oklahoma bombing. To 9/11 and the three crash sites-- New York, Shanksville, and the Pentagon. To the 2010 B.P. Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico. To the shootings at Columbine and Sandy Hook Elementary School. To terrorist attacks in Madrid, Paris, and Brussels. The list goes on.

There are different types of gatherings. For example, in response to the refugee crisis in the Mediterranean Sea, 14,000 used refugee life jackets from Lesbos were wrapped around the columns of the Berlin concert house in Germany.²

This display came together very quickly in terms of an activist's response to the refugee crisis. It speaks to our human need to ritualize these events and to confront the moral challenges they have for us all as members of the human family. While these ritual events are usually not attached to any religious tradition there is an implied powerful “woe” to perpetrators or those complicit in these atrocities.

Spontaneous and Official Rituals

These secondary gatherings and rituals, are both different from and similar to well-honed formulaic liturgical rituals. The people come together, and they give shape to the ritual. Those present, move toward or around a shrine, a kind of altar of memory, mystery, and waiting. They use familiar, common items as symbols. Along with flowers and candles, and personal religious artifacts, you often see placed at the makeshift shrine such objects as broken cell
phones, pieces of clothing or shoes, photos and other everyday items that tell a story about the deceased. These become the people’s offerings.

Just as our ancient rituals developed over time, we see patterns developing in our own time in terms of how we ritualize experiences. In almost real time, media communicates these horrific events and then our responses to them very quickly. This “call” and “response” creates a collective pattern that we have witnessed repeatedly.

**Educative Effect of Spontaneous Ritual**

What do these spontaneous gatherings or memorials related to horridous moments of violence have to teach us about our more methodical liturgical events? It is my belief that these raw human responses, amidst such pain, do have something to teach us in terms of authentic, meaningful Christian worship in a 21st century environment. The very fact that so many people across belief systems, and non-believers alike, participate in them says something of their human worth and power.

This "something" relates directly to the power of people and their agency to be acting persons who express their thoughts and emotions physically, freely and spontaneously with their community through extemporaneous ritual. People give voice to their grief and form to their confusion, if only by journeying to the site and standing with others.

Memory focuses on the lost ones, and while the community struggles for a narrative to help make sense of senselessness, there does seem to arise the desire to not let violence have the last word. While this is not always the case, many times it is, and when it does, it overflows with mystery and a kind of authenticity. This phenomenon requires more examination.

Maybe part of the powerfulness relates to how emotions are so exposed, with little buffer, yet often with a kind of reflection and pause, perhaps caused by that existential punch in the gut of the soul. Coupled with this is the collective questioning of life and death and the universal questions of “What’s it all about?” There is a heightened sense of awareness about the fragility of life, the inevitability of death and loss, and the impossibility of staying forever and always safe from all harm.

Adding to the collective dismay is the reality that there is no one clear storyline about why these things happen. There is no one clear foe, yet groups like the National Rifle Association and those who support a culture of guns are finally being called to accountability with greater voice. However, to focus on one cause would be a mistake. Instead might we ask: What gives rise to a culture of violence? And, what gives rise to a culture of flourishing and peace for all?

Intentional violent events, and because of their ferocity and multiplicity, are confusing to a victimized community. But a narrative and its meaning must be wrested from the raging storm of emotion by communities seeking some semblance of truth. Truth is multi-faceted and involves perspectives of many witnesses. Polyvalent “truth” is complicated by paradox, diversity of interpreters, and differing accounts of the facts. The meaning of every story is both heightened and confused by conflicting values and perspectives. In such cases, the narrative about what happened is a work in progress, but this progress requires more than opinions. It requires that our “facts” submit to the friction of investigation and analysis, and a bit of common sense. Soon, a narrative, however nascent, begins to take shape. It must, for a community to begin its slow walk beyond a tragic event with direction and purpose.

If no real questions are asked, if no sense of what happened is discovered, and no thoughtful response is put forward—then similar events will continue and these violent events will become the norm. We will be reduced to people who simply expect the next outbreak of violence.

---

**Yet, to focus on one cause would be a mistake. The question should be- What gives rise to a culture of violence?**
These spontaneous, quickly assembled gatherings provide initial space for the emotional messiness, sorrow and disbelief to take place, along with space and time for foundational reflection where a community asks anew: “Why is this happening, who are we, what are we to be about now, and what is most important?”

**Implicitly Religious Actions**

Traditional religious leaders have an opportunity to observe in these spontaneous rituals how people today are reaching toward Mystery, engaging life and death poetically and sacramentally—even though they may not necessarily describe their actions as religious.

Even though the religious Christian narrative is not always explicit, those with religious eyes can discern the Paschal Mystery of life, death, and resurrected hope playing throughout these events where people gather, often subdued and silent, with hearts broken and distraught. While not a substitute for the rituals of the great religious traditions, such as Christian sacraments like Eucharist, these spontaneous processes are host to people where they are, which is increasingly not within the realm of Christian sacramental fellowship and organized ritual.

However, these spontaneous gatherings that are responses to violent situations can act as bridges to more traditional religious services. For some people, these initial responses can be stand-alone ritual experiences, leaving them with no chance for further dialogue, which may be all that some people desire. Even so, a stand-alone ritual can lack a connection with a coherent philosophical/theological framework in which to engage and wrestle with existential transcendental questions.

However, these gatherings may also offer traditional religions a challenge. That is, to an increasing proportion of the population, traditional religion can seem functionary, staged, and too passive for attendees. By contrast, extemporaneous ritual is dynamic and participative, a creative experience of meaning-making in the moment. These extemporaneous rituals meet an emotional and spiritual need in contemporary culture. These rituals show how people are choosing to relate to each other. Such rituals are less fixed, authoritarian and doctrine-based than services in traditional religions. In a pluralistic culture, diverse perspectives and collaboration from beginning to end can often enhance the process of making meaning. Traditional religions will undoubtedly struggle with losing some “control.” The challenge will be to find a way to maintain what is truly essential, while inviting greater participation and ownership.

**Conclusion**

These types of initial gatherings after violent events are no substitute for ancient rituals of worship honed over the centuries. However, they can invite religious traditions to ask what we can learn from these gatherings regarding ritual, in general? 1. We need greater willingness to risk increased *spontaneity* in our religious rituals. 2. We need greater openness to collective *ownership* in forms of organizing and participating in ritual. 3. We need increased willingness to enter into *solidarity* with those who suffer, including resistance to oppression. 4. We need greater attention to the esoteric, *transformative dimensions of ritual* and practice. 5. We need to recognize that traditional forms of religion and our various theologies could become lost if we don’t renew our own liturgical and ritual life.

A common claim today is to say, “I’m spiritual, not religious.” If traditional religion cannot provide a meaningful and relevant path to people’s desire for “spirituality,” then that void will be filled by something else, either for good or for ill. The phenomenon of extemporaneous rituals after violent events might offer some insights for renewal of official ritual and liturgy in religious institutions.◆
Endnotes

1See Jeremy Heimans and Henry Timms, New Power: How Power Works in Our Hyperconnected World—and How to Make It Work for You (New York: Doubleday, 2018). This study compares “old power” and “new power” and how these models, along with values, create or stifle movements and collective actions in the world today. While the authors encourage a blend of both for long term effect, primary in “new power” are participation and a surrendering of some degree of control by top-down “old power” to allow for the creativity of people to act. Using this text, I observed how groups are taking initiative in creating responses to horrible events. While the authors’ intention may not have been to examine religious ritual, I believe there is a great deal of carry over to be found in their text regarding religious ritual today.
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Homily: God Answers Hannah

Pastor Julie Webb

22nd Sunday After Pentecost
October 15, 2016,
1 Samuel 1:9-11, 19-20; 2:1-10

Listen to a story.

Once there was a woman who longed to have a child. Not to fill her emptiness, because her life was already full. She was a daughter, and an aunt; she had her own work to do; and she had found a mate who loved her. But she had more love to give, and her heart ached for a child of her own.

So, she prayed. With her friends and family, she behaved as she normally did; but after they went to bed at night, she stayed up and pleaded with God. “Please, God,” she said. “This is the only thing I want. Please hear me. Please give me just one child of my own to love.” As she prayed, she rocked her body and wept. And then she went to bed, exhausted by her yearning.

She waited, and she waited. She tried with all her might to trust that God would hear her heart’s desire and would grant her request. She waited upon the Lord.

And . . . she never had a child.

Or she had a miscarriage, or a stillbirth. You finish the story, because either you or someone you know has been through it. It’s a story that can end with a heart that’s broken.

And then what happens? Well, maybe the heartbroken people come to church, and, um, out we come with one of our barren-women-gets-a-child Bible stories, to rub a little salt in the wound!

So, let’s ask today: What are we supposed to learn from the Bible story of Hannah? What are we meant to learn about God, and what are we meant to learn about ourselves?

To listen to other Christian preachers tell it, the story of Hannah is meant to teach us this: “Believe in God! Have great faith in God! If only you have enough faith, God will give you whatever you want.” And I have to say, it’s very tempting to preach that! Because, didn’t Jesus say something kind of like that? And Hannah had a lot of faith, right? Oh!—and, she also promised to do something for God in return for the favor, by giving her son away to God. And then, God gave her what she asked for.

But beware, Lutherans! That is what we call the Prosperity Gospel. It’s very popular in the United States, especially, and it’s an empty pack of lies. It focuses the attention on us, and on our being perfect enough to extract what we want out of God—like manipulating your parent by being a good girl or boy. Everything depends upon your having the right amount of faith and the right kind of attitude. If you get those things right, then basically, you can control God. You can fulfill all your dreams and prosper. See how it’s all about you, really?

The Prosperity Gospel is something we all need to grow out of. Even Hannah herself doesn’t claim that she got a child because of her faith.

What does Hannah say? Well, she has quite a lot to say, really. Which is not nothin’, considering that, in all likelihood, her words come from and were written down by the men who compiled these Bible stories for us in ancient times. Those men put some pretty important words into the mouth of a woman of low status.

So, let’s ask today: what are we supposed to learn from the Bible story of Hannah? What are we meant to learn about God, and what are we meant to learn about ourselves?
Webb: God Answers Hannah

First, Hannah says to God, “Remember me.” She says, “If only you will look on the misery of your servant, and remember me, and not forget your servant.” A little like Moses in last week’s story—when he stood between God and the sinning people, pleading their case—Hannah now says, “Remember, God, who I am and who you are, and act accordingly.” In other words, Don’t forget about me; don’t forget that you love your people and that you love to be merciful. . . . Oh, and by the way, if you do that, I promise I’ll give you back the son you give me.” Maybe Hannah hasn’t quite learned that you don’t need to bribe God; or maybe, she would simply like to have the power to give something, for a change, instead of just waiting and receiving.

God remembers Hannah. In this story, we are meant to learn that God sees us. God remembers us and cares about our lives just as they are. In Hannah’s case, this means caring about a woman in a polygamous marriage whose only hope, because of the patriarchal society in which she lives, is to bear a son who will confer status upon her in the present and who will provide for her in her old age. It’s not that God swoops in and cleans up all that unjust mess; but God cares for her right where she is. Our God is a God of mercy, who cares for you and your life just as it is. You can pour your heart out to God without worrying about whether you’re saying the right thing. God hears. God cares.

Then, Hannah the theologian goes on to tell us more about ourselves and about God. Her song of praise that we read today was probably the inspiration for the Magnificat attributed to Mary in Luke’s gospel. It gives us Hannah’s interpretation of what happens in her story. And what is that? Does she say, “I got what I wanted because of all my faith?” No, she says, “This happened because our God is a God who lifts up the lowly, and humbles the proud. Our God raises up the poor from the dust; [and] lifts the needy from the ash heap, to make them sit with princes and inherit a seat of honor.” She says, “the bows of the mighty are broken . . . for not by might does one prevail.” Not by might does one prevail. Might doesn’t make right, and strength is not what it takes to win. Nor is good behavior, and nor is perfect faith. Good things happen because God is good, not because we are. Because God is God. And woe to you if you forgot that and thought you were on top of the heap, because you’re going to lose your place.

Entrust yourself to the Holy One, Hannah seems to teach us, and, even if bad things happen, God will lift you up from them. Entrusting and surrendering yourself to God are important. Ego isn’t helpful at all. Or, as Jesus might put it, “Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth.” (Matthew 5:5)

Not by might does one prevail, not by will, not by luck or even skill. You may get what you want, such as a child, only to have your heart broken by that child later on. You may not get a child, but find some other cause to rejoice in God’s mercy. God alone sustains us.

Please notice: It’s a woman who is teaching us this truth. Often, the people God uses to bring wisdom to the world are the very people the world wants to diminish. And I can’t help but notice a contrast between the message of Hannah and that of one of our political candidates and his supporters. That man believes that one does prevail by might, especially over women and people of color; he is proud and arrogant. He grabs [what he wants] and says people let him do it because he’s a star. This is a man who thinks he is God. Woe to him, and woe to any of us who fall for his lies.

And he’s just the low-hanging fruit! I choose him because he’s easy, but similar critiques could be made about our other political candidates. I am not telling you how to vote. I am giving you an example of how scripture can and must be used to make a critique of our public figures. The sign of God’s power is the lifting-up of the despised, the lowly, the
outcast, and the poor. In today’s scriptural story, the sign of God’s power is the birth of a child whose life will shape the future of a nation. Because, you see, the people of God in Hannah’s day have completed their wilderness wandering. They have settled into the Promised Land. They have enjoyed the guidance of a series of judges provided by God. But they are growing restless, wishing they could have a king like all the other nations around them. God wants to be their ruler, but the people aren’t satisfied. They won’t be ruled, and they want to dominate their neighbors. So, God is going to raise up Hannah’s son, Samuel, as the last righteous judge, and is going to use him to anoint the nation’s first king. About that king, God has said, “Don’t say I didn’t warn you!”

One of the benefits of reading scripture is that it gives us the long view, the great sweep of history, the arc of God’s saving action through time. With Hannah, we are part of that story—but the focus is on God. How could it not be? At every turn in the story—even, and sometimes especially, the ones where we experience sadness or pain—we encounter God’s mercy, love, patience, forgiveness, healing, and abundant grace. We see the impossible become possible. We see the lowly lifted up. We hear God’s call to practice justice and compassion. Sisters and brothers, let us tell this story today, when people need to hear it more than ever before. Not by might does one prevail, but by the grace of God.

Homily After Charlottesville, Virginia

Angela Rausch

“Jews will not replace us.”

I was aghast when I heard those words. I seriously did a double take. Do people really believe this? As most of you know, I was born and raised in the South. I credit my upbringing for my hospitality. I was taught to be welcoming and friendly. What I did not notice is how segregated my upbringing was and how we glossed over those ugly sins of racism and discrimination.

I have been to Mass four times since the disgraceful events in Charlottesville, Virginia. At only one Mass was there a meager attempt during the prayers of the faithful to pray for peace and justice and our leaders. I have been searching for a voice, a Catholic voice to guide me. Several days ago, Bishop McGrath issued a statement with his last sentence, “I ask our Catholic community – and all people of good will – to join with me in prayer and work that is rooted in justice and peace.” Good stuff and a call to action.

Today in the Gospel, Jesus denies the Canaanite women’s daughter healing. He goes on to imply that you are different and inferior…I have to serve my people first…and you will get the leftovers if there are any. As I contemplate this story, I assume the role of the mother. After eighteen years of this motherhood vocation, one grace that I am using more often is courage. I have immense courage when it comes to standing up for my children. So, I boldly say to Jesus, “Really, dude, wake up! We are all made in God’s image. Now help a sister out.”

Maybe Jesus was unsure of his mission. Maybe he was still learning, or maybe he was staying in his comfort zone. I am not sure. I do know that Jesus, when confronted, entered into a relationship with the Canaanite woman, opened his heart and mind and changed.

My hope and prayer is that we all can enter into relationships and be open to God’s grace in our lives.
Homily: The Heart

Rose Weidenbenner, R.S.M.

Feast of the Sacred Heart
June 23, 2017
Institute Chapter, Buffalo, NY
Readings: Deut. 7:6-11, Ps. 103, I Jn. 4:7-16, Matt. 11:25-30

We have reached the halfway point for this session of Chapter, and we pause to celebrate the feast of the Sacred Heart—an image of how God through Jesus loves us. Let’s look at the image, not of the picture many of us have or remember having in our homes. Let’s look at the image with some descriptive words.

If we could have a word-gram up here about heart, some of the words/phrases we might see and maybe have heard these past few days would be:

- speak from the heart
- heavy hearted
- heart attacks
- heart to heart
- wholehearted
- what touched your heart
- choices of the heart
- broken heart
- bleeding heart
- corazón adolorido
- heart’s desire
- single-hearted
- the heart of the matter
- from the bottom of my heart
- it’s bad for my heart
- discernment of the heart
- heart of stone/heart of flesh
- heartbeat
- unsettle my heart
- follow your heart
- big heart
- and many more.

From today’s readings, the Hebrew scripture, we hear, “God set God’s heart on you and chose you… because of God’s love and fidelity to those who have gone before.

From John’s first Letter, we hear, “God is love. When we remain in love we remain in God and God in us” In Matthew’s gospel, Jesus says, “I am meek and humble of heart.”

We are asking ourselves all kinds of questions this week. Of course, we are using our minds. And because we are good Sisters of Mercy we are also asking questions of the heart.

John Shea’s commentary on this Feast describes the relationship of the mind and heart as an old wrangling couple.

Notice the contrasting concepts/voices of that wrangling couple which are in us individually and as community.

The Mind — respects limits, is cautiously realistic, circles with wagons, counts seeds, makes lists, ticks off accomplishments, cautions against over-expectations, wags its finger at what it sees as excess, always protects what it has, quantifies, reconfigures well.

The heart — ignores limits, flies with the geese, is qualitative, reimagines, is a smasher of walls, a breaker of boundaries, a pusher of envelopes, loves horizons, mountains and skies fills its dreams and is always seeking. And so, we realize, along with The Little Prince: “It is only with the heart that one can
James Martin suggests we take Jesus Christ's physical heart as the representation of God’s love for all of us, for all of humanity, for all creation. For the Sacred Heart is nothing less than an image of the way that Jesus loves us fully, sacrificially, lavishly, radically, completely.

This feast invites us to meditate and discern on important questions in our Mercy life: What would it mean for you to recognize your sacred heart – for us to recognize our sacred hearts? Is that not what we are about these days? This feast gives us the courage to speak from and love from our sacred hearts—to fully, sacrificially, lavishly, radically and completely love a suffering world. Happy Feast Day!
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A Time of Even More Intensity

Kathleen Erickson, R.S.M.

Homily During Assembly, Sunday Vigil
April 7, 2018

As we come to the close of an intense week, today’s readings invite us to consider a time of even more intensity. Can we imagine the stunning sense of loss and disbelief among those who loved and believed in Jesus so much, and then saw him crucified? They had no idea what to expect or what was coming next. With broken hearts they faced the challenge of trying to understand the meaning of the Resurrection.

How much time do you suppose elapsed between the resurrection and the description of the community in today’s reading from the Acts of the Apostles? It tells us that the community of believers was of one heart and mind and held everything in common. It declares there was no needy person among them, that those who owned property sold it and no one claimed that any of their possessions were their own. How long did it take to get to that kind of community? It is truly an ideal, similar to the ideals we hold together and that we named in our “Call to New Consciousness.”

Just two days ago we heard the challenge of Elizabeth Davis, R.S.M., to face this century with new foundations that include cosmology, globalization and inclusion, to name a few. We have elected women who will help us move into the future. But we know from experience that putting ideals into reality is hard work. Not everyone in the early church could have seen things the same way, or agreed on how what Jesus’ words even meant, much less how to put them into action. It couldn’t have been simple for them, as Acts goes on to tell of members who tried to declare less than they owned in the way of possessions and were caught in their lie.

The aspects of this struggle for community that might have really worked, would perhaps be like the modern experience of a guy named Frank, a postal worker in El Paso whose prayer group wanted to put their concern for others into action. They decided to take a Thanksgiving meal to a colonia in Juarez, Mexico that was built on the site of the former city dump, a difficult and ugly place to raise children.

Frank’s heart was so touched by the poverty he saw and the struggle of the people, that he got rid of all his belongings, sold his house and moved to that Juarez colonia to open a kitchen which served meals to the people. It grew and became a center with tutoring, babysitting and family support. An El Paso service club heard of it and decided they wanted to make a contribution. They invited Frank to come to a luncheon meeting at a fine El Paso hotel to tell them about his ministry and accept their donation. Frank said later that he looked at the food in that room on the top floor of the hotel and realized that it was more than the people he worked with had in a week. He then looked out the windows at the smoke rising from the garbage dump area where he worked, and he was so uncomfortable that he became frantic and couldn’t wait to get back as quickly as possible. He was thinking, “If something happened, like an earthquake or something, how would God know whose side I’m on?” Frank had touched the wounds of the people.

We have a lot to be proud of--our members, ministries, real concern for the world, and wonderful women who offer leadership at so many levels.
Of course, it isn’t that simple for us, but perhaps we can learn from that story as we end a very productive and fulfilling time together. We have a lot to be proud of—our members, ministries, real concern for the world, and wonderful women who offer leadership at so many levels. We have felt and named our hopes, held intense discussions, experienced exhaustion. Our prayer together has been profound. We have a lot to process as we travel tomorrow back to reality.

That reality, as we know, is increasingly overwhelming. We see polarization, racism, violence, desperate immigrants, and over 60 million refugees being banned from entering other countries—all this at heart-breaking intensity in the news. We see our planet suffering. We are beginning to recognize that even the structures and systems that help us minister to those in need can, in some ways, also keep us privileged and safe and we can get caught in protecting that security. The truth is that we sometime have to make ourselves let in awareness of the suffering. It’s too much. We don’t know what to do. We certainly can’t just sell everything like Frank or the early community of believers. We have responsibilities and stewardship and we recognize the complexity of today’s world. We hesitate to open all our doors to those in need, but I believe we too face grief and shock at the growing urgency.

Maybe we can relate to Thomas in the Gospel who refused to believe that the nightmare was over, that Jesus lived. He had to touch the wounds first.

What his head couldn’t accept his broken heart could. It seems to me that our question in this troubled time is whether we can come to more clarity not about whose side we’re on, but how we can make that as clear as possible to ourselves and to the wider world. It’s not as clear as it was to Frank, but maybe noting Thomas’ experience of touching the wounds, facing the suffering we will move forward. We really don’t know what to do in this time of extremes. We can ask, “What do women religious have to offer? What is the extreme of Mercy?”

As part of the beloved community, we may be just the ones to help clarify what oneness really means, pointing to the truth of Jesus’ message of inclusion, love and the oneness of all. We can help to answer the question “Who is my neighbor?” The good news is that we face these challenges with our arms linked in community, which we have experienced this week.

I will close with a quote from Jean Stokan, on the Institute Justice Team:

Advocacy and activism are critical, but I’m ever more convinced that flooding the world with compassion is far more urgently needed. Nothing less than a continental shift of our nation’s souls is needed at the deep level of values, and of human consciousness around our oneness. Whether it’s through poetry, music or listening to stories, putting one’s finger in the wounds of this world can break the heart, but therein lies our mission.
Mass of the Holy Spirit

Mary Ruth Broz, R.S.M.

Homily for Mass of the Holy Spirit
April 5, 2018

The Spirit is stirring, and the winds of change are blowing! This Mass of the Holy Spirit is not time to proceed with business as usual! Since we came through these doors for our opening ritual on Tuesday evening, April 3, and felt the energy of friendships being renewed and Mercy being alive and well, I think we have been aware that the Spirit is not finished with us yet!

Being here at this liturgy gives us a way to pause for a moment, to shift our minds and hearts, to let ourselves once again look around this room and be reminded of the unique gifts we all bring as Mercy continues to evolve. We collectively call upon that Spirit working within and around us to gather our wisdom and the care we have for each other as we prepare to elect the next Leadership Team for the West/Midwest Community.

I’d like to focus my comments today on the power of that spirit as well as the readings that have been chosen.

Our readings today cover the gamut…from those first days following the Resurrection back to how it all began in the River Jordan--coming out of the water to coming out of the tomb!

It is good to listen to these ancient texts together, to watch the Spirit at work in Peter and John who were looked upon as miracle workers when the crippled man who never walked before suddenly rose to his feet. These were ordinary men so grounded in courage, so quick to set the record straight as to who should be given the credit. They were so convinced that Jesus was not gone, and God was not distant. They were so aware that there was more at work in them than others could see.

And then in the gospel--with only a few lines we are taken back to how it all began. It’s a simple rite of passage that inaugurated Jesus into his public ministry. He is immersing himself into all that it means to be human. Then he is coming out of the water with the spirit descending into him and words of unconditional love setting him on a journey not all that different from our own: the intimacy of call, moments of struggle, pulls of temptation, the need for discernment, passion for a mission the world was not yet ready to embrace! And yet, ready or not, divinity was unleashed. We are told the spirit blows where it will. We know not where it comes from or where it is going. What often looks like the end really isn’t!

As I was preparing these reflections, I was reminded of a saying my mother must have repeated often enough that it left an impression on me—perhaps you have heard it as well. I doubt that she would have associated it with the Spirit at work, but looking back, I can’t help but wonder! A simple example comes to mind...

So many among us are writing, praying, marching, standing up, speaking out for women, for justice, for the earth, for the marginalized with a spirituality that is real and connects it all.

When I was growing up, I would be coming home from school smelling freshly baked chocolate chip cookies as I opened the door. When I left in the morning--on a dreary Monday with laundry piled high--it just didn’t seem like it was going to be the kind of day that would lead to chocolate chip cookies, so I would say to my mother, “I didn’t know you were going to bake cookies today.” And she
would get a certain kind of smile on her face and say, “Oh, I guess I just got a second wind!”

Later, as an adult, when others noticed me tackling a project in the wee hours of the morning or working on a presentation late into the night, I found myself thinking, “Oh, I guess I just got a second wind!” As I was reflecting on the power of the Spirit, I couldn’t help but think that maybe catching a “second wind” is often how the spirit comes to us in life.

Maybe you caught a second wind as Elizabeth Davis, R.S.M., shared her vision with us yesterday or maybe you caught a “second wind” to work for our critical concern of non-violence as you saw all those young people “March for our Lives” a couple of weeks ago--so many young faces, so articulate, so committed, coming from all directions.

Maybe you caught a “second wind” as you recently sat at the funeral of one of our Sisters and got a glimpse first-hand of what a well-lived really looks like, or attended a covenant ceremony welcoming new associates only to discover that a fire was unexpectedly getting rekindled inside of you.

Or as we commemorate the 50th anniversary of Martin Luther King’s death this week, maybe you have found yourself catching a “second wind” for our critical concern around anti-racism. Maybe it happened as you read something and felt how unfinished his work really is…or maybe you heard his 9-year-old great grand-daughter imbued with the Spirit speaking against gun violence at the March for our Lives and ending with inviting others to join with her in chanting the single word, “Enough!”

Maybe as you heard or stood with our Sisters who were willing to be arrested for immigration reform, the wind began to blow and somehow you knew that paying the price for what we believe in!

The list goes on. So many among us are writing, praying, marching, standing up, speaking out for women, for justice, for the earth, for the marginalized with a spirituality that is real and connects it all. So many are taking to heart in our own way those words from Timothy, “This is no cowardly spirit we have been given, but one that calls us to be strong, loving, and wise.”

And so, with confidence that we will be guided by that spirit these next few days and with the hope that we will “catch a second wind” and truly “Embrace Mercy Anew”—even in some small way these days.

I’d like to close with these few lines from “Song of a Man Who Has Come Through” by D.H. Lawrence:

…Not I, not I, but the wind that blows through me!
A fine wind is blowing the new direction of time.
If only I let it bear me, carry me, if only it carry me!
If only I am sensitive, subtle, oh, delicate, a winged gift
If only, most lovely of all, I yield myself and am borrowed
By the fine, find wind that takes its course
Through the chaos of the world…
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Discussion Questions

(Cancienne) In such cases, the narrative about what happened is a work in progress, but this progress requires more than opinions. It requires that our “facts” submit to the friction of investigation and analysis, and a bit of common sense. Soon, a narrative, however nascent, begins to take shape. It must, for a community to begin its slow walk beyond a tragic event with direction and purpose.

Do you have some examples of family or congregational traumas that you sense are still a “work in progress” --that need investigation, analysis and a narrative --if the people affected are to find direction and purpose?

(Doyle) Are you satisfied with the intercessory prayers, or Prayers of Petition, read during Sunday Eucharist at your local parish? What changes would you recommend to the liturgy committee?

(Kerrigan) To what “sacred places” have you made a pilgrimage? And what reasons inspired your pilgrimage—a personal memorial related to your family, a seasonal cycle, a religious occasion, your connection to an historical event, solidarity with a social group, a political urgency?

(King) From the accounts of three pilgrims who walked the Camino de Santiago, what have you learned you’d need to be ready for if you were to make the Camino yourself? What experiences and insight would you miss, do you imagine, if you didn’t undertake this pilgrimage? Have you had alternative pilgrimage experiences that inspired similar thoughts?

(Leser) Prayer is very definitely not just a soliloquy. Prayer must be a colloquy, an in-depth communication with God. If this is true of personal prayer, what about the long Catholic tradition of “recited prayers”—the Rosary, the Nicene Creed, the Act of Contrition, Litanies, devotional prayers? How are “recited” prayers part of your colloquy with God?

(Nicholls) As you read some of the “stations” of the pilgrimage to Baggot St., what are some aspects of Catherine McAuley’s story that you realize you could only experience by “being there”?

(Upton) Have you had “kairos” moments when clock-time stopped and you entered into “the timelessness of the eternal NOW”? Where and when did these “out of time” experiences happen? In nature? In a time of over-whelming emotion? In a religious setting? Do you recognize any of these “out of time” descriptions in scripture?
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